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Abstract
We develop the combinatorics of leveled trees in order to construct explicit resolutions of (co)operads
and (co)operadic (co)bimodules. We build explicit cofibrant resolutions of operads and operadic bimodules
in spectra analogous to the ordinary Boardman–Vogt resolutions and we express them as cobar constructions
of indecomposable elements. Dually, in the context of CDGAs, we perform similar constructions, and we
obtain fibrant resolutions of Hopf cooperads and Hopf cooperadic cobimodules. We also express them as
bar constructions of primitive elements.
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Introduction
Motivation

Given two smooth manifolds M and N , the embedding space Emb(M, N ) is the space of smooth embeddings
M ,→ N endowed with the compact-open topology. Studying this space is a classical problem in topology.
Determining its homotopy type, or even its rational homotopy type, is a difficult problem. For example,
understanding the connected components of Emb(S 1 , S 3 ) is the object of knot theory.
Our approach towards the understanding of Emb(M, N ) involves two key ingredients: Goodwillie–
Weiss calculus and operad theory. On the one hand, Goodwillie–Weiss calculus [GW99] gives information
about Emb(M, N ) when dim N − dim M ≥ 3. It allows one to express Emb(M, N ) as the limit of a tower
of “polynomial approximations” Tk Emb(M, N ) which are easier to compute. On the other hand, operads
are combinatorial objects that encode algebraic structures. The little disks operads En , that were initially
introduced in the study of iterated loop spaces [BV68; May72], play a central role in this theory. An element
of En is a configuration of numbered disjoint n-disks in the unit n-disk. The operadic structure consists in
plugging a configuration of disks inside one of the disks of another configuration. Algebras over these little
disks operads are precisely spaces having the homotopy type of iterated loop spaces (under some technical
conditions).
Ways of computing the rational homotopy type of Emb(M, N ) with combinatorial methods have been
developed using these two ingredients. In particular, for M = Rd , N = Rn and n − m ≥ 3, the space of
compactly supported embeddings Embc (Rd , Rn ) was shown to be weakly equivalent to the (d + 1)-iterated
loop space of the derived mapping space of operads Operadh (Ed , En ) [DT17; BW18]. Using Sullivan’s rational
homotopy theory and the formality of the little disks operads, this derived mapping space can be expressed
in terms of hairy graph complexes [FTW17]. As a consequence, π0 Embc (Rd , Rn ) has been proved to be a
finitely generated group of rank ≤ 1.
One of the key steps in this computation was the construction of fibrant resolutions of Hopf cooperads
(i.e. cooperads in commutative differential graded algebras) that can be expressed as cofree objects. The
fibrant resolution is used to compute the derived mapping space, and the fact that it is cofree allows one
to reduce this mapping space to a mapping space of symmetric sequences with some differential. One
of the usual ways of providing resolutions of (co)operads is the Boardman–Vogt W construction. Fresse–
Turchin–Willwacher [FTW17] managed to identify the Boardman–Vogt construction of a cooperad with the
bar construction of an explicit operad (see also Berger–Moerdijk [BM06]), therefore the W resolution is in
particular cofree.
Our goal is to provide tools to extend these computations to study the space of string links, i.e. the space of
compactly supported embeddings Embc (Rd1 t· · ·tRdk , Rn ). In the strategy outlined above, Goodwillie–Weiss
calculus is replaced with multivariable Goodwillie–Weiss calculus. With this multivariable version, the
space of string links cannot be expressed as a mapping space of operads but rather as a mapping space of
operadic bimodules [Duc18a]. If one thinks of an operad as a monoid in a certain (non-symmetric) monoidal
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category, then an operadic (P -Q)-bimodule corresponds to a right module over the monoid Q and a left
module over the monoid P .
In this paper, we extend the Boardman–Vogt resolution and the bar-cobar resolution to deal with
(co)operadic (co)bimodules. The main difference with the classical Boardman–Vogt resolution for (co)operads
is the following. Since an operad is equipped with a unit, the operadic structure maps can be expressed in
terms of infinitesimal compositions, i.e. compositions where elements are composed one at a time instead of
all at once. Free constructions can thus be defined using planar trees, as we can contract edges independently.
However, for bimodules, this is not the case: only total compositions are available. We are thus led to
consider categories of leveled trees, i.e., trees whose leaves are all at the same height (and with possibly
bivalent vertices), instead of mere planar trees. The introduction of levels allows us to have well-defined total
edge contraction operations on trees, which encodes the combinatorics of bimodules better. We moreover
consider leveled trees with section: the level of the section corresponds to the bimodule itself, the levels
below the section correspond to the left module structure, and the levels above the section correspond to
the right module structure. As explained in Remark 3.16, we use leveled trees because it is technically
convenient for us. At the cost of more complex definitions, one can adapt all our results to the setting of
traditional planar trees.
Before dealing with (co)bimodules, we adapt the usual Boardman–Vogt resolutions and bar-cobar
resolutions of (co)operads to use leveled trees. While leveled trees had already been used to define bar-cobar
constructions of (co)operads [Fre04; Liv12], these earlier constructions did not inherit the structure that
we need. To solve this problem, we introduce additional morphisms in our categories of leveled trees.
(Let us note that our terminology differs from the one of [LV; MSS] who use the name “leveled trees” for
different kinds of trees.) These extra morphisms consist in he permutation of some levels, if they satisfy
a certain condition. This flexibility allows us to define the appropriate structures on the Boardman–Vogt
and bar-cobar resolutions. We prove that, in the (co)operadic case, the bar and cobar constructions that we
define are isomorphic to the usual bar and cobar constructions. These adapted constructions on (co)operads
are compatible with our resolutions for (co)bimodules. Beyond bimodules, our results could extend to other
situations in which unleveled trees do not work, e.g. the derived triple product B(L, P , M, Q, R) considered
by Arone–Ching [AC11].
A particular case of the main result of [Duc18a] states that if d1 = · · · = dk = d, then one can express
the space of string links Embc (Rd t · · · t Rd , Rn ) in terms of the d-fold loop space of the bimodule derived
mapping space BimodhEd,k (Ed × · · · × Ed , En ), where Ed,k is a certain colored operad obtained from the little
disks operads. In order to compute the rational homotopy type of this derived mapping space, it would be
necessary to find appropriate resolutions of the operadic (co)bimodules involved. In future work, we plan to
use these resolutions and the formality of the little disks operads to express the rational homotopy type of
the derived mapping space of bimodules above in terms of colored hairy graph complexes.

1.2

Summary of results

In Section 2, we recall background on operads, cooperads, operadic bimodules, and cooperadic cobimodules.
In each case, we describe the projective model category structures on the associated categories. We also
consider Λ versions of these objects, i.e. we allow constants in our (co)operads (which gives extra structure
on the (co)bimodules), and we describe the Reedy model category structures on the corresponding categories.
The rest of the paper is split into 5 sections.
Categories of trees

In Section 3, we introduce the categories of trees that we consider in this paper:

T: The category T[n] of planar trees with n leaves whose morphisms are generated by isomorphisms of
planar trees and contractions of two consecutive vertices. The family of categories T = {T[n], n ≥ 1}
inherits an operadic structure given by compositions of trees. We also consider the subcategory T ≥2 [n]
composed of planar trees whose internal vertices all have at least two incoming edges.
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L: The category L[n] of leveled trees with n leaves whose morphisms are generated by isomorphisms of
trees, contractions of consecutive levels and permutations of two consecutive “permutable” levels. The
family L = {L[n], n ≥ 1} is equipped with a kind of operadic structure satisfying the operadic axioms
up to contractions and permutations of permutable levels.
sL: The category sL[n] of leveled trees with section having n leaves and whose morphisms are generated
by isomorphisms of trees, contractions of consecutive levels and permutations of two consecutive
permutable levels. The family sL = {sL[n], n ≥ 1} is equipped with a kind of (L-L)-bimodule structure
satisfying the bimodule’s axioms up to contractions and permutations of permutable levels.
It is well-know that operads can be constructed as algebras over a certain monad of planar trees, which
gives a simple description of the free operad. However, operads are also monoids with respect to the
(non-symmetric) monoidal product on symmetric sequences ◦. The iterated products P ◦n produce naturally
leveled trees.
Compared with earlier works that dealt with leveled trees, the key point in this paper is the introduction
of a new type of morphisms. These new morphisms consist in contracting or permuting consecutive
levels called “permutable” and satisfying some conditions. With the addition of these morphisms, the two
categories T ≥2 and L become almost the same. We will show that all the constructions based on the category
T ≥2 (such as (co)free (co)operad functors, (co)bar constructions, W -constructions, etc.) can be extended to
the category L. For each construction, both versions are isomorphic. This is a consequence of the following
statement:
Theorem A (Theorem 3.10). The functor α : L[n] → T ≥2 [n] which forgets the leveled
structure and the bivalent vertices is full and surjective on objects. It admits an explicit right inverse β :
T ≥2 [n] → L[n] which is faithful and injective on objects.
Resolutions of operads in spectra Ching [Chi05; Chi12] studied Boardman–Vogt W resolutions for
operads in spectra (or more generally any category enriched in pointed simplicial sets). For such an operad
O satisfying O(0) = ∅ and O(1) = ∗ (the singleton), he proved that W O is weakly equivalent to the usual
bar-cobar resolution ΩBO, and that the usual bar construction BO is weakly equivalent to the suspension of
the cooperad of indecomposable elements Σ Indec(O). Dual statements were also proved in the setting of
commutative differential graded algebras (CDGAs) by Fresse [Fre04].
In Section 4, we adapt the Boardman–Vogt resolution as well as the bar and cobar constructions to the
setting of leveled trees. We do these constructions for reduced operads, also denoted by Λ-operads, which
are operads defined in arity ≥ 1 equipped with extra structure [Fre17a]. Our operads still satisfy O(1) = ∗, i.e.
they are 1-reduced. Thanks to the comparison Theorem A, we prove that these leveled constructions are
isomorphic to the usual ones. We can summarize this by:
Theorem B. Let O be a 1-reduced Λ-operad in spectra.
(a) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl O is isomorphic to the usual Boardman–Vogt resolution W O.
It is therefore a cofibrant resolution of O in the Reedy model category structure of 1-reduced Λ-operads
(Proposition 4.9).
(b) The leveled bar construction Bl O is isomorphic to the usual bar construction BO. Therefore, the indecomposables of Wl O define a 1-reduced cooperad Indec(Wl O) in spectra and the leveled bar construction Bl O is
weakly equivalent to the suspension Σ Indec(Wl O) (Proposition 4.11).
(c) The leveled cobar construction Ωl C is isomorphic to the usual cobar construction ΩC for any cooperad
C. In particular, the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl O is weakly equivalent to the leveled cobar-bar
construction Ωl Bl O as a 1-reduced operad (Proposition 4.16).
Even if these results seem redundant with Ching’s work, they represent an important step to treat the
bimodule case. Indeed, contrary to the operadic case, the only way to get similar constructions for bimodules
is to use leveled trees. The main purpose of Theorem B is to ensure that the techniques we develop for
bimodules are compatible with the well-known constructions for operads.
4

Resolutions of operadic bimodules in spectra In Section 5, we extend these results to Λ-bimodules
in spectra using leveled trees with section. We define the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl for Λbimodules, and the leveled bar and cobar constructions Bl [−, −], Ωl [−, −]. We prove:
Theorem C. Let P and Q be two 1-reduced Λ-operads in spectra and let M be a (P -Q)-bimodule.
(a) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M defines a cofibrant resolution of M in the Reedy model category
structure of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules (Proposition 5.5).
(b) The indecomposables of Wl M define a (Indec(Wl P )-Indec(Wl Q))-cobimodule Indec(Wl M) in spectra. The
leveled two-sided bar construction Bl [P , Q](M) is weakly equivalent to the suspension Σ Indec(Wl M) (Proposition 5.7).
(c) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M is weakly equivalent to the leveled cobar-bar construction as a
(Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodule (Proposition 5.9), i.e.:


Wl M ' Ωl [Bl P , Bl Q] Bl [P , Q](M) .
In that context, there is no analogue of our construction in the context of planar trees. In [Duc18b], the
second author introduced resolutions for bimodules using planar trees. However, this resolution gives rise
to an element in the category of (P -Q)-bimodules instead of (W P -W Q)-bimodules. The main obstruction
comes from the left module operations, which are not linear.
Let us also remark that our constructions also work for pointed topological spaces (or more generally
any cofibrantly generated model category enriched in pointed topological spaces with good finiteness
assumptions). The base point is notably crucial for the definition of the operadic module structure of the
indecomposables.
Resolutions of Hopf cooperads The rational homotopy type of a 1-reduced simplicial Λ-operad is encoded
by a 1-reduced Λ-cooperad in CDGAs (also known as a Hopf cooperad) thanks to results of Fresse [Fre17b]
(which extend Sullivan’s rational homotopy theory). Fresse–Turchin–Willwacher [FTW17] built a fibrant
resolution for 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads using the Boardman–Vogt W construction. They identified the
underlying dg-cooperad of this construction with the bar construction of the operad formed by the subspace
of primitive elements (a key step in computing the rational homotopy type of embedding spaces).
In Section 6, we define variants of these constructions using leveled trees. We show that our constructions
are quasi-isomorphic to the usual ones. Moreover, we also prove that the leveled Wl construction is quasiisomorphic to the bar-cobar construction. Like in the operadic case, the theorem below only provides a
construction isomorphic to the usual one. However, it is an important step to make our constructions for
bimodules compatible with the classical theory.
Theorem D. Let C be 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad.
(a) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl C is isomorphic to the usual Boardman–Vogt resolution W C
Consequently, Wl C defines a fibrant resolution of C in the Reedy model category structure of 1-reduced Hopf
Λ-cooperads (see Theorem 6.11).
(b) The leveled bar construction is isomorphic to the usual bar construction.
Furthermore, the primitive elements of Wl C define a 1-reduced dg-operad Σ−1 Prim(Wl C). Therefore, the
underlying dg-cooperad of the Boardman–Vogt construction Wl C is quasi-isomorphic to the leveled bar
construction of the primitive elements Bl (Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)) (Theorem 6.20).
(c) The leveled cobar construction is isomorphic to the usual cobar construction. So, the leveled Boardman–Vogt
resolution Wl C is quasi-isomorphic to the leveled bar-cobar construction Bl Ωl C as a 1-reduced dg-Λ-cooperad
(Theorem 6.29).
Resolutions of Hopf cooperadic cobimodules In Section 7, we extend the previous results to Hopf Λcobimodules over 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads. We define fibrant resolutions for such cobimodules using
the Boardman–Vogt construction and leveled trees with section. We also define leveled two-sided bar and
cobar constructions for such cobimodules.
5

Theorem E. Let P and Q be two 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads and let M be a (P -Q)-cobimodule.
(a) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M defines a fibrant resolution of M in the Reedy model category
structure of (Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodules (Theorem 7.7).
(b) The primitive elements of Wl M define a dg-(Σ−1 Prim(Wl P )-Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q))-bimodule Σ−1 Prim(Wl M).
The underlying dg-cobimodule of the Boardman–Vogt construction Wl M is quasi-isomorphic to the leveled
two-sided bar construction of the primitive elements Bl [Σ−1 Prim(Wl P ), Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q)](Σ−1 Prim(Wl M))
(Theorem 7.13).
(c) The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M is weakly equivalent to the leveled bar-cobar construction as a
(Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodule (Theorem 7.17):


Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M) .
Notations and conventions In this paper, we always work over a field K of characteristic zero. All our
complexes have a cohomological grading, i.e. differentials have degree +1. Whenever we use the adjective
“cofree”, we implicitly mean “cofree conilpotent”. We will use the notation Σ both for suspension of spectra
or cochain complexes, and for symmetric groups (as in Σ-sequences); the meaning will always be clear from
the context. The category Σ has as objects the ordered sets [n] = {0 < · · · < n} for n > 0 and morphisms are
bijective (not necessarily increasing) maps. The category Λ has the same objects as Σ; its morphisms are
injective (not necessarily increasing) maps.

2

Model category structures for (co)operads and (co)bimodules

In this section, we recall model category structures for operads and bimodules in spectra as well as model
category structures for cooperads and cobimodules in commutative differential graded algebras. In both
case, the ambient category is symmetric monoidal and equipped with a notion of (co)interval that allows us
to build (co)fibrant resolutions.

2.1

The model category of 1-reduced Λ-operads in spectra

The category of spectra For concreteness, we take S-modules as models for spectra [EKMM97]. We denote
by Spec the symmetric monoidal category of spectra with respect to the smash product ∧. The zero object,
i.e. the constant spectrum on the point, is denoted by ∗. The monoidal model category structure of Spec is
the one from [EKMM97, Theorem VII.4.6]. This model category is enriched over pointed simplicial sets
and it is equipped with a notion of interval introduced by Berger–Moerdijk in [BM03]. This interval is the
pointed set ∆[1]+ obtained from ∆[1] by adding a base point. An element in ∆[1]n+ is an n-tuple t = (t1 , . . . , tn ),
with ti ∈ {0, 1}, or the basepoint ∗. The associative product is given by
p

q

p+q

− ∧ − : ∆[1]+ ∧ ∆[1]+ −→ ∆[1]+ ,



∗

0
t, t 7−→ 

(t , . . . , t , t 0 , . . . , t 0 )
1

p

1

q

if t = ∗ or t 0 = ∗,
otherwise.

The category of 1-reduced operads By a symmetric sequence or Σ-sequence of spectra, we mean a covariant
functor Σ → Spec. Concretely, a symmetric sequence of spectra is a sequence X = {X(n)}n>0 equipped with
a right action of Σn on X(n) for all n > 0. A symmetric sequence X is said to be 1-reduced if the arity 1
component X(1) is the constant spectrum on the point. We denote by ΣSeq>0 and ΣSeq>1 the category of
symmetric sequences and 1-reduced symmetric sequences, respectively. A 1-reduced operad O is the data of a
1-reduced symmetric sequence together with operations, called operadic operations, of the form:
γ : O(k) ∧ O(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ O(nk ) −→ O(n1 + · · · + nk ),
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(1)

compatible with the symmetric group action and satisfying associativity and unitality axioms [Fre17a]. The
category of 1-reduced operads in spectra, denoted by ΣOperad, is endowed with an adjunction:
F : ΣSeq>1  ΣOperad : U ,

(2)

where F is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor U . We give an explicit description of the free functor in
Section 4.1.
Theorem 2.1 ([Fre17b, Section 8.2]). The category of 1-reduced operads ΣOperad is equipped with a model
category structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a weak equivalence in every arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms that form a fibration map in each arity,
I cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic fibrations.
The model structure on ΣSeq>1 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the projective model structures.
They make the adjunction (2) into a Quillen adjunction.
Remark 2.2. An operad O ∈ ΣOperad is said to be Σ-cofibrant if its underlying Σ-sequence is cofibrant. We
will use similar terminology below for 1-reduced operads, Hopf operads, bimodules, etc.
The category of 1-reduced Λ-operads Following [Fre17b], we call a Λ-sequence of spectra a covariant
functor Λ → Spec where Λ is the category whose objects are finite sets and morphisms are injective maps.
Concretely, a Λ-sequence is a sequence of spectra X = {X(n)}n>0 equipped with the following structure: for
any injection u : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n}, there is a structure map
u ∗ : X(n) → X(k),
satisfying the relation (v ◦ u)∗ = u ∗ ◦ v ∗ for any pair of composable maps u : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n} and
v : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , m}. A Λ-sequence is said to be 1-reduced if the arity 1 component X(1) is the constant
spectrum on the point. We denote by ΛSeq>0 and ΛSeq>1 the category of symmetric sequences and 1-reduced
Λ-sequences, respectively.
A 1-reduced Λ-operad O is the data of a 1-reduced Λ-sequence together with operadic operations (1)
compatible with the Λ-structure (see [Fre17b]). The category of 1-reduced Λ-operads, denoted by ΛOperad,
is endowed with an adjunction:
F : ΛSeq>1  ΛOperad : U ,
(3)
where F is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor U .
Let us remark that, by restricting to bijections, any Λ-sequence is also a symmetric sequence. In particular,
any Λ-operad has an underlying Σ-operad by restricting the action to bijections.
Theorem 2.3 ([Fre17b, Section 8.4]). The category of 1-reduced Λ-operads ΛOperad is equipped with a model
category structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a weak equivalence in each arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms φ : O1 → O2 whose induced maps O1 (n) → M(O1 )(n) ∧M(O2 )(n) O2 (n) are
fibration maps. Here, M(O)(n) is the matching object
M(O)(n) B

lim

O(r),

f ∈Λ([r],[n])
r<n

(4)

I cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic fibrations.
The model structure on ΛSeq>1 is defined similarly. The model structures so defined are called the Reedy model
structures and make the adjunction (3) into a Quillen adjunction. An operad in ΛOperad is Reedy cofibrant if and
only if its underlying ΣOperad is cofibrant [Fre17b, Theorem 8.4.12].
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2.2

The model category of Λ-bimodules in spectra

The category of bimodules Let P and Q be 1-reduced operads in spectra. A (P -Q)-bimodule is the data of
a symmetric sequence M = {M(n)}n>0 together with operations γL and γR , called respectively left and right
module operations, of the form
rclγL : P (k) ∧ M(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ M(nk ) −→ M(n1 + · · · + nk ),
γR : M(k) ∧ Q(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Q(nk ) −→ M(n1 + · · · + nk ),

(5)

satisfying some compatibility relations with the symmetric group action as well as associative, commutative
and unit axioms [AT14]. The category of (P -Q)-bimodules, denoted by ΣBimodP ,Q , is endowed with an
adjunction
FB : ΣSeq>0  ΣBimodP ,Q : U
(6)
where the free (P -Q)-bimodule functor FB is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor U .
Example 2.4. The reader can easily check that an operad O is obviously a (O-O)-bimodule. Moreover, if
η : O → O 0 is a map of operads, then the map η is also a (O-O)-bimodule map and the bimodule structure on
O 0 is defined as follows:
γR : O 0 (k) ∧ O(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ O(nk ) −→ O 0 (n1 + · · · + nk ),
(x ; y1 , . . . , yk ) 7−→ γ(x, η(y1 ), . . . , η(yk ));
γL : O(k) ∧ O 0 (n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ O 0 (nk ) −→ O 0 (n1 + · · · + nk ),
(x ; y1 , . . . , yn ) 7−→ γ(η(x), y1 , . . . , yk ).
Theorem 2.5 ([DFT19]). The category ΣBimodP ,Q is equipped with a model structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a weak equivalence in each arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms that form a fibration map in each arity,
I cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic fibrations.
The model structure on ΣSeq>0 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the projective model structures
and make the adjunction (6) into a Quillen adjunction.
The category of Λ-bimodules Let P and Q be 1-reduced Λ-operads in spectra. A Λ-bimodule over the
operads P and Q is the data of a Λ-sequence together with left and right module operations (5) compatible
with the Λ-structure (see [DFT19]). The category of Λ-bimodules over P and Q, denoted by ΛBimodP ,Q , is
endowed with an adjunction
FB : ΛSeq>0  ΛBimodP ,Q : U
(7)
where FB is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor. Note that, just like in the case of operads, restricting the
action of Λ to bijections defines an underlying bimodule for any Λ-bimodule.
Theorem 2.6 ([DFT19]). The category ΛBimodP ,Q is equipped with a model structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a weak equivalence in each arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms φ : M1 → M2 that induced maps M1 (n) → M(M1 )(n) ×M(M2 )(n) M2 (n) are
fibration maps, where M(M) is the matching object (4).
I cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic fibrations.
The model structure on ΛSeq>0 is defined similarly. In both cases, the model structures are called the Reedy model
structures and make the adjunction (7) into a Quillen adjunction. A Λ-bimodule is Reedy cofibrant if and only if
its underlying Σ-bimodule is cofibrant in the projective model category.
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2.3

The model category of Hopf Λ-cooperads

The category of (commutative) differential graded algebras The main categories considered in this
section are chain complexes and commutative differential graded algebras denoted by Ch and CDGA,
respectively. Both are symmetric monoidal categories equipped with a notion of cointerval (dual version of
the notion of interval). This cointerval is given by polynomial forms on the interval, Ω∗ (∆1 ) B K[t, dt], with
the de Rham differential. We have natural algebra maps d0 , d1 : K[t, dt] → K by evaluation at the endpoints
t = 0 and t = 1. Furthermore, one has a coassociative coproduct
m∗ : K[t, dt] → K[t, dt] ⊗ K[t, dt],
given by the pullback of the multiplication map
m : [0, 1] × [0, 1] −→ [0, 1],
(s, t) 7−→ 1 − (1 − s)(1 − t).
Concretely, m∗ (t) B t ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ t − t ⊗ t and m∗ (dt) B dt ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ dt − dt ⊗ t − t ⊗ dt. The evaluation map at the
endpoint t = 0 defines a counit for the coproduct m∗ so obtained. On the other hand, evaluation at t = 1 is a
coabsorbing element, i.e. the following diagram commutes:
K[t, dt] ⊗ K[t, dt]

m∗

K[t, dt]

m∗

K[t, dt] ⊗ K[t, dt]

evt=1
id ⊗ evt=1

K

evt=1 ⊗ id

K[t, dt]
The category of 1-reduced cooperads By a symmetric cosequence or Σ-cosequence of chain complexes,
we mean a family of chain complexes X = {X(n)}n>0 equipped with a right coaction of Σn on X(n) for all
n > 0. A symmetric cosequence X is said to be 1-reduced if the arity 1 component X(1) is the one dimension
vector space K concentrated in degree 0. We denote by dgΣSeqc>0 and dgΣSeqc>1 the category of symmetric
cosequences and 1-reduced symmetric cosequences, respectively. A 1-reduced cooperad C is the data of a
1-reduced symmetric cosequence together with operations, called cooperadic operations, of the form
γ c : C(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ C(k) ⊗ C(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ C(nk ),

(8)

compatible with the symmetric group coaction and satisfying coassociativity and counitality axioms [Fre17a].
The category of 1-reduced cooperads in chain complexes ΣCooperad is endowed with an adjunction
U : ΣCooperad  dgΣSeqc>1 : F c

(9)

where F c is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Theorem 2.7 ([Fre17b, Section 9.2]). The category of 1-reduced cooperads ΣCooperad is equipped with a model
category structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the cofibrations are morphisms that form a surjective map in each arity,
I the fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic cofibrations.
The model structure on dgΣSeqc>1 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the projective model
structures and make the adjunction (9) into a Quillen adjunction. Any quasi-cofree cooperad (F c (X), ∂) with a
differential induced by a linear map F c (X) → X vanishing on X is fibrant [Fre17b, Proposition 9.2.9].
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The category of 1-reduced Λ-cooperads Dually to the previous sections, by a Λ-cosequence in chain
complexes we understand a family of spectra X = {X(n)}n>0 equipped with the following structure: for any
injection u : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n}, there is a structure map
u∗ : X(k) → X(n),
satisfying the relation (v ◦ u)∗ = v∗ ◦ u∗ for any pair of composable maps u : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n} and v :
{1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , m}. Furthermore, there is a structure map  : K → X(n), for all n > 0. A Λ-cosequence is
said to be 1-reduced if one has X(1) = K. We denote by dgΛSeqc>0 and dgΛSeqc>1 the category of symmetric
cosequences and 1-reduced Λ-cosequences, respectively. Let us remark that, by restriction to bijection, any
Λ-cosequence is also a symmetric cosequence.
A 1-reduced Λ-cooperad C is the data of a 1-reduced Λ-cosequence together with cooperadic operations
(8) compatible with the Λ-costructure (see [Fre17b]). The category of 1-reduced Λ-cooperads, denoted by
ΛCooperad, is endowed with an adjunction:
U : ΛCooperad  dgΛSeqc>1 : F c

(10)

where F c is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Theorem 2.8 ([Fre17b, Section 11.3]). The category of 1-reduced Λ-cooperads ΛCooperad is equipped with a
model category structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the cofibrations are morphisms φ : O1 → O2 that induced maps that form a fibration in the undercategory
Comc ↓ ΣOperad where Comc is the terminal object,
I the fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic cofibrations.
The model structure on dgΛSeqc>1 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the Reedy model structures
and make the adjunction (10) into a Quillen adjunction. A Λ-cooperad is fibrant if and only if its underlying
Σ-cooperad is fibrant in the projective model category (compare with [FTW17, Proposition 4.3]).
The category of Hopf 1-reduced Λ-cooperads Let dgHopfΛSeqc>0 (resp. dgHopfΛSeqc>1 ) be the category
of Λ-cosequences (resp. 1-reduced Λ-cosequences) in commutative differential graded algebras. A Hopf 1reduced Λ-cooperad is a cosequence in dgHopfΛSeqc>1 equipped with cooperadic operations (8) compatible
with the Λ-costructure and the Hopf structure. The category of Hopf 1-reduced Λ-cooperads, denoted by
HopfΛCooperad, is endowed with an adjunction:
U : HopfΛCooperad  dgHopfΛSeqc>1 : F c

(11)

where F c is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Theorem 2.9 ([Fre17b, Section 11.4]). The category of 1-reduced cooperads HopfΛCooperad is equipped with a
model category structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms that form a fibration in ΛCooperad when we forget about the Hopf structure,
I the cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic cofibrations.
The model structure on dgHopfΛSeqc>1 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the Reedy–Hopf
model structures and make the adjunction(11) into a Quillen adjunction. A Hopf Λ-cooperad is fibrant if and only
if its underlying Hopf Σ-cooperad is fibrant in the projective model category [FTW17, Proposition 4.3].
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2.4

The model category of Hopf Λ-cobimodules

The category of cobimodules Let P , Q be 1-reduced cooperads in chain complexes. A (P -Q)-cobimodule
is the data of a symmetric cosequence M = {M(n)}n>0 together with operations γLc and γRc , called respectively
left and right comodule operations, of the form
γLc : M(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ P (k) ⊗ M(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ M(nk );
γRc : M(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ M(k) ⊗ Q(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Q(nk ),

(12)

satisfying some compatibility relations with the symmetric group coaction as well as coassociativity, cocommutativity and counitality axioms [FW19]. The category of (P -Q)-cobimodules, denoted by ΣCobimodP ,Q ,
is endowed with an adjunction
U : ΣCobimodP ,Q  dgΣSeqc>0 : FBc
(13)
where FBc is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Theorem 2.10 ([FW19]). The category ΣCobimodP ,Q is equipped with a model structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the cofibrations are morphisms that form an injective map in each arity,
I the fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic cofibrations.
The model category structure on dgΣSeqc>0 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the projective
model structures and make the adjunction (13) into a Quillen adjunction. A quasi-cofree Hopf Σ-cobimodule is
fibrant.
The category of Λ-cobimodules Let P and Q be 1-reduced Λ-operads in chain complexes. A Λ-bimodule
over the operads P and Q is the data of a Λ-cosequence together with left and right comodule operations (12)
compatible with the Λ-costructure. The category of Λ-cobimodules over P and Q, denoted by ΛCobimodP ,Q ,
is endowed with an adjunction
U : ΛCobimodP ,Q  dgΛSeqc>0 : FBc
(14)
where FBc is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
Theorem 2.11 ([FW19]). The category ΛCobimodP ,Q is equipped with a model structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the cofibrations are morphisms that form a cofibration in the undercategory Comc ↓ ΣBimodP ,Q .
I the fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic cofibrations.
The model category structure on dgΛSeqc>0 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called the Reedy model
structures and makes the adjunction (14) into a Quillen adjunction. An object is fibrant if and only if its underlying
Σ-cobimodule is fibrant.
The model category of Hopf Λ-cobimodules Let P and Q be Hopf 1-reduced Λ-operads. A Hopf Λbimodule over the operads P and Q is the data of a Λ-sequence in dgHopfΛSeqc>0 together with left and
right comodule operations (12) compatible with the Λ-costructure and the Hopf structure. The category of
Hopf Λ-cobimodules over P and Q, denoted by HopfΛCobimodP ,Q , is endowed with an adjunction
U : HopfΛCobimodP ,Q  dgHopfΛSeqc>0 : FBc
where FBc is the right adjoint of the forgetful functor.
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(15)

Theorem 2.12 ([FW19]). The category HopfΛCobimodP ,Q is equipped with a model structure such that:
I the weak equivalences are morphisms that form a quasi-isomorphism in each arity,
I the fibrations are morphisms that form fibrations in ΛCobimodP ,Q when we forget about the Hopf structure,
I the cofibrations are characterized by the left lifting property with respect to the class of acyclic fibrations.
The model structure on dgHopfΛSeqc>0 is defined similarly. Both model structures are called Reedy–Hopf model
category structures and make (15) into a Quillen adjunction. An object is fibrant if and only if its underlying
non-Hopf object is fibrant.

3

Inventory of categories of trees

In this section, we define the various categories of trees that we will need in the rest in the paper. As a
convention, we will use the letter T for general planar trees and L for leveled trees, and we will prefix
categories with s to indicate the choice of a section.
We first introduce the category of planar n-trees T [n] as well as the category of leveled n-trees L[n].
We show that the family T = {T [n], n ≥ 2} gives rise to an operad while L = {L[n], n ≥ 2} is endowed with
a kind of operadic structure satisfying the operadic axioms up to some permutation conditions. We then
introduce a category sT of planar trees with sections and we show that it defines an operadic bimodule over
T. In the same way, we define the family sL = {sL[n], n ≥ 2} equipped with operations which look like a
bimodule structure over L. These operations will play an important role in the next sections in order to
define (co)operadic and (co)bimodule structures on Boardman–Vogt resolutions and alternative versions of
bar/cobar constructions.
Remark 3.1. In what follows, we work exclusively with planar trees, i.e. the incoming edges of a vertex
are ordered. However, note that the (co)operads and (co)bimodules are symmetric. We will thus need to
consider the action of the symmetric group on incoming edges in order for our definitions to make sense in
subsequent sections.

3.1

The categories of planar trees and leveled trees

In the following, we introduce the two categories of planar trees Tcore [n] and T[n] having the same set of
objects and which differ in their morphisms. Contrary to Tcore [n], the category T[n] includes morphisms
contracting consecutive vertices. The latter one is used to build resolutions while Tcore [n] is often used to
construct free objects. Thereafter, we define the categories of leveled trees Lcore [n] and L[n] together with
some kind of operadic compositions. The last paragraph is devoted to the comparison between the categories
of trees and their leveled versions.
3.1.1

The category of planar trees

Let us first give an informal definition of planar trees. A planar tree T is a finite planar acyclic graph with
one output edge at the bottom and input edges, called leaves, at the top. The output and input edges are
considered to be half-open, i.e. connected only to one vertex in the body of the graph. The vertex connected
to the output edge, called the root of T , is denoted by r. Each edge in the tree is oriented from top to bottom.
For an integer n ≥ 2, a planar n-tree is a planar tree with leaves labeled by the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Formally,
we will define planar n-trees as follows:
Definition 3.2. For any integer n ≥ 2, a planar n-tree T is the data of a set V (T ), a total order on V (T ) ∪ [n]
(that does not necessarily restrict to the natural order on [n]), a non-decreasing map t : V (T ) ∪ [n] → V (T ),
called the target map, and a marked element r ∈ V (T ), satisfying the two conditions:
I t(r) = r;
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I ∀v ∈ V (T ) ∪ [n], ∃k ≥ 0 s.t. t k (v) = r.
In the definition above, the sets [n] and V (T ) represent the leaves and the vertices of the tree T , respectively. The total order encodes the planarity (if v ≤ v 0 then v is on the left or in a lower level than the
one of v 0 ) and moreover gives an indexing of the leaves by [n]. The element r is the root of the tree, and
given v ∈ V (T ) ∪ [n], the vertex t(v) is the target of the only outgoing edge leaving v (except for the root
which simply satisfies t(r) = r). An example of planar n-tree is represented in Figure 1. Furthermore, each
planar tree T is equipped with a level map lev : V (T ) → N satisfying lev(r) = 0 and lev(t(v)) = lev(v) − 1 for
all v ∈ V (T ) \ {r}. The height of the tree T , denoted by h(T ) is the highest level of the vertices of the tree:
h(T ) = max{lev(v), v ∈ V (T )}.
Notation 3.3. Let T be a planar n-tree for some integer n ≥ 2.
I The set of edges of T is E(T ) B {(v, t(v)) | v ∈ [n] ∪ V (T ) \ {r}}. The set of inner edges E in (T ) B {(v, v 0 ) ∈
E(T ) | v ∈ V (T ) \ {r}} is formed by the edges connecting two vertices. Each edge or vertex is joined to
the root by a unique path composed of edges.
I The set of incoming edges of a vertex v ∈ V (T ) is given by in(v) B {(w, w0 ) ∈ E(T ) | w0 = v}. It inherits a
total order from the total order on V (T ) ∪ S (pictorially, from left to right).
I The number of incoming edges at a vertex v ∈ V (T ), denoted by |v| B #in(v), is called the arity of v.
The total number of adjacent edges at v will be called the valence of v and is equal to the arity plus one.

Figure 1: Example of a planar 4-tree.
Definition 3.4 (The categories T and Tcore ). An isomorphism of planar n-trees is a bijection between vertices
preserving the root as well as the total order, and commuting with the target map. We also consider
morphisms contracting consecutive vertices. There is a contracting morphism from a planar tree T to another
tree T 0 if there is a subset of inner edges E 0 ⊂ E in (T ) such that the tree T 0 is obtained from T by removing
the edges corresponding to E 0 and by identifying the consecutive vertices v and v 0 for any (v, v 0 ) ∈ E 0 .
The category Tcore [n] consists of planar n-trees and isomorphisms between them while T[n] is the
category with the same set of objects and whose morphisms are composed of isomorphisms and contracting
≥2 [n], of planar n-trees whose vertices have at
morphisms. We also consider the subcategories T ≥2 [n] and Tcore
−1
least 2 antecedent (i.e. |t (v)| ≥ 2 for any v ∈ V (T )).
Remark 3.5. Note that planar trees do not admit nontrivial automorphisms, but some isomorphisms change
the order of leaves, as we can see in the following example:
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3.1.2

The category of leveled trees

Like in the previous section, we first give an informal definition of the category of leveled trees L[n]. A
leveled n-tree is a planar n-tree T without univalent vertices for which the level map lev : V (T ) → N satisfies
the additional condition: lev(v) = h(T ) if the vertex v is of the form v = t(s) for some leaf s ∈ [n]. Furthermore,
we assume that each level has at least one vertex of valence ≥ 2. From now, we give a formal definition of the
categories L[n] and Lcore [n] having the same sets of objects.
Definition 3.6. A leveled n-tree, with n > 0, is the data of a permutation σ ∈ Σn , and a sequence of ordered
sets together with increasing surjections
th(T )

th(T )−1

t0

[n] −−−−→
→ Vh(T ) (T ) −−−−−→
→ · · · −→
→ V0 (T ) = {r}

(16)

such that n > |Vh(T ) (T )| and |Vi+1 (T )| > |Vi (T )|. If there is no ambiguity about the permutation σ and the
sequence of non-decreasing surjections, then we will just denote by T a leveled n-tree. The integer h(T ), also
denoted by h if there is no ambiguity, is the height of the tree T . We also make the following definitions:
F
I The vertices of T are given by the set V (T ) B hi=0 Vi (T ).
I The set of inner edges E in (T ) and the set of edges E(T ) are given by
n
o
n
o
E in (T ) B (v, ti (v)) | v ∈ Vi+1 (T )
and E(T ) B E in (T ) ∪ (i, th (i)) | i ∈ [n] ∪ {(r, r)}.
I For a vertex v ∈ Vi (T ), its incoming edges are in(v) B {(w, v) | ti (w) = v}. The set in(v) inherits a total
order from Vi+1 (T ). The arity |v| is the cardinality of in(v). Note that |v| ≥ 1 for all v, because we require
all the ti to be surjections.

Figure 2: A leveled 6-tree.
Definition 3.7 (The categories of leveled trees L[n] and Lcore [n]). In the following we introduce three kinds
of elementary morphisms between leveled trees. The categories L[n] and Lcore [n] of leveled n-trees have
the same set of objects. Morphisms in L[n] consist of (1) isomorphisms, (2) contractions of consecutive
levels, and (3) permutations of permutable levels. Morphisms in Lcore [n] only consist of (1) isomorphisms,
(2) contractions of consecutive permutable levels, and (3) permutations of permutable levels.
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1. The first kind of elementary morphisms are isomorphisms of planar trees preserving the levels.
2. The second ones consist in contracting consecutive levels. Let T ∈ L[n] and N ⊂ {1, . . . , h(T )} be an
interval. We define the tree T /N by forgetting the level Vi (T ), for i ∈ N , and by composing the
corresponding decorations ti . We denote the contraction morphism by δN : T → T /N .

Figure 3: Contraction morphisms in the category L[6].
3. The third ones consist in permuting two consecutive levels. Given a tree T , we say that two consecutive
levels i, i + 1 are permutable if all the edges between the two have either a bivalent source or a bivalent
target. In that case, we denote by σi (T ) the tree obtained as follows. We “move up” (see below) all its
vertices on level i which have valence ≥ 3, and we “move down” all its vertices on level i + 1 which
have valence ≥ 3. See Figure 4 for an illustration.
I Suppose that v is on level i and that all its children are bivalent. Then we “move up” v to the
level i + 1 by collapsing all its children to a single child v 0 . More precisely, suppose we are given a
tree T such as in Equation (16) (with the same notation). Let v ∈ Vi (T ) be a vertex such that all its
children c ∈ ti−1 (v) satisfy |c| = 1. Then we define σv (T ) to be the following tree:
th(T )

ti+2

t̃i+1

t̃i

ti−1

ti−2

t0

[n] −−−−→
→ · · · −−−→
→ Vi+2 (T ) −−−→
→ Ṽi+1 (T ) −
→
→ Vi (T ) −−−→
→ Vi−1 (T ) −−−→
→ · · · −→
→ V0 (T )
where Ṽi+1 (T ) = Vi+1 (T )/(ti−1 (v)), i.e. we identify all the children of v to a single vertex. We define
t̃i+1 and t̃i to be the induced maps on the quotient.
I The reverse operation is moving down a vertex. If v is a vertex of level i + 1 is the only child of its
parent, then we can move v down to level i. We replace v by several new vertices, one for each
incoming edge at v. All of these new vertices have the same parent as v.

Figure 4: Permutations in the category L[6].
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3.1.3

On “operadic” structures for (possibly leveled) trees

Let us introduce the operations needed to define the (co)operadic structures on Boardman–Vogt resolutions
of (co)operads. They will also be used to define the (co)operadic structure on an alternative version of
the (co)bar construction. First, we recall the well-known operadic structure on the set of planar trees
γ : T [k] × T [n1 ] × · · · × T[nk ] −→ T[n1 + · · · + nk ]. These operations are defined as follows: for any family of
planar trees (T0 ; T1 , . . . , Tk ) ∈ T[k] × T[n1 ] × · · · × T[nk ], the operadic composition is obtained by grafting each
tree Ti , with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, into the i-th leaf of the tree T0 . This structure cannot be extended to leveled trees.
Nevertheless, we define structure maps on L = {L[n], n ≥ 0} similar to operadic composition maps:
γ : L[k] × L[n1 ] × · · · × L[nk ] −→ L[n1 + · · · + nk ]
in Equation (17). Fix leveled trees
th0

0

th0

0 −1

thi

t00

i

T0 = [k] −−→
→ Vh0 (T0 ) −−−−→
→ · · · −−→
→ {r},

thi

i −1

t0i

Ti = [ni ] −−→
→ Vhi (Ti ) −−−−→
→ · · · −→
→ {r}.

We will illustrate our constructions with the example of leveled trees from Figure 5.

Figure 5: Leveled trees.
To define γ, we first introduce partial compositions of leveled trees:
◦i : L[k] × L[ni ] → L[ni + k − 1].
The leveled tree T0 ◦i Ti is defined by grafting the leveled tree Ti into the i-th leaf of the leveled tree T0
according to the permutation. We then complete the tree using bivalent vertices in order to get a leveled
tree. Formally, T0 ◦i Ti is given by the sequence of surjective maps
th0
th0 −1

 thi i −1 tid
t0i tid
t00
0
0
[ni + k − 1] → Vhi (Ti ) t [k] \ {i} −−−−−−−→ . . . −−−−−→ {r} t ([k] \ {i}  [k] −−→ Vh0 (T0 ) −−−−→ . . . −−→ {r}.


The order on Vj (Ti ) t [k] \ {i} is inherited from Vj (Ti ) and [k]. Furthermore, for any v ∈ Vj (Ti ) and l ∈ [k] \ {i},
one has v ≥ l iff we have i ≥ j. Finally, the first map in the sequence of surjections is given by


l
if j ≤ l,





i
t
(j
−
i
+
1)
if i ≤ l ≤ ni + i,
[ni + k − 1] −→ Vhi (Ti ) t [k] \ {i} , l 7−→ 
hi



j − n
if j ≥ ni + i + 1.
i

Note that by construction, we have h(T0 ◦i Ti ) = h(T0 ) + h(Ti ) + 1. See Figure 6 for examples.
Definition 3.8. The total composition is the leveled tree given by
 

 
γ(T0 , {Ti }) B · · · T0 ◦1 T1 ◦n1 +1 T2 · · · ◦n1 +···+nk−1 +1 Tk ,

(17)

which satisfies h(γ(T0 , {Ti })) = h(T0 ) + h(Ti1 ) · · · + h(Tin ) + n. See Figure 7 for an example.
The operations γ so obtained do not provide an operadic structure on the family L = {L[n]}. Indeed, the
associativity axiom is only satisfied up to permutation of levels. Nevertheless, this structure will be enough
to define a (co)operad at the level of (co)fibrant resolution or (co)bar construction.
Remark 3.9. The operations so obtained have their origin in the theory of operadic categories. We refer the
reader to [BM15] for more details. In particular, the functor from the operadic category of leveled trees to
the operad of planar trees is similar to our functor α connecting the usual and the levelled constructions.
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Figure 6: Partial compositions of the family represented in Figure 5.

Figure 7: Total composition γ(T0 ; T1 , T2 ) of the family represented in Figure 5
3.1.4

Comparison between planar trees and leveled trees

≥2 [n] sending a leveled n-tree to the
There are two functors α : L[n] → T ≥2 [n] and αcore : Lcore [n] → Tcore
planar n-tree obtained by removing the bivalent vertices and taking the underlying level map. In particular,
contractions and permutations of permutable levels are sent to identity morphisms, so α and αcore are not
faithful. Moreover, for a given planar tree there are several ways of adding bivalent vertices to level it, so
these functors are not injective on objects.
The functors α and αcore thus cannot be equivalences of categories. Nevertheless, they are surjective on
objects. Indeed, for each rooted planar tree T , we fix Tl to be the unique leveled tree for which each level
has exactly one non-bivalent vertex appearing from bottom to top according to the total order on the set
≥2 [n] → L
of vertices V (T ). We set β : T ≥2 [n] → L[n] and βcore : Tcore
core [n] the two functors sending a planar
n-tree T to Tl . These two functors are faithful and injective on the sets of objects. However, they are not full,
nor are they surjective on objects or essentially surjective since, contrary to permutations of permutable
levels, contractions of permutable levels are not isomorphisms.
The functors β and βcore so defined give rise to sections of the functors α and αcore in the sense that,
for any planar n-tree T , one has α ◦ β(T ) = T and αcore ◦ βcore (T ) = T . However, for any leveled tree T ,
β ◦ α(T ) and βcore ◦ αcore (T ) coincide with T only up to contractions and permutations of permutable levels.
Furthermore, all the functors considered are compatible with the operadic operations in the sense that the
diagram
Q
γ
T ≥2 [k] × ki=1 T ≥2 [ni ]
T ≥2 [n1 + · · · + nk ]
Q

Q

α

L[k] ×

Qk

β

i=1 L[ni ]

α
γ

β

L[n1 + · · · + nk ]

commutes strictly when we restrict to α and it commutes up to contractions and permutations of permutable
levels when we restrict to β. The same is true for the subcategories Tcore and Lcore . We resume the above
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Figure 8: The functors α and β.

properties in the following theorem:
≥2 [n], obtained removing the bivalent
Theorem 3.10. The functors α : L[n] → T ≥2 [n] and αcore : Lcore [n] → Tcore
vertices, are full functors and surjective on the sets of objects. They admit right inverses β : T ≥2 [n] → L[n] and
≥2 [n] → L
βcore : Tcore
core [n], respectively, which are faithful and injective on the set of objects.

Remark 3.11. Note that these two functors are well-defined because we use bivalent vertices as “markers”.
This is the main reason that we work with trees without levels consisting exclusively of bivalent vertices and
why our constructions only work for 1-reduced objects.

3.2

The categories of planar and leveled trees with section

Similarly to the previous subsection, we introduce the two categories of planar trees with section sTcore [n]
and sT[n] having the same set of objects and which differ in their morphisms. Unlike sTcore [n], the category
sT[n] includes morphisms contracting consecutive vertices. The latter one is used to build resolutions while
Tcore [n] is often used to construct free bimodule objects. Afterwards, we define the categories of leveled
trees with section sLcore [n] and sL[n] together with some kind of bimodule structures over Lcore [n] and L[n],
respectively. The last paragraph is devoted to the comparison between the categories of trees with section
and their leveled versions.
3.2.1

The category of planar trees with section

A planar n-tree with section is a pair (T , Vι (T )) where T is a planar n-tree and Vι (T ) is a subset of vertices,
called pearls, satisfying the following condition: each path joining a leaf to the root passes through a unique
pearl. The pearls form a section cutting the tree into two parts. We usually denote by Vu (T ) and Vd (T ) the
set of vertices above and below the section, respectively. Let us notice that the sets Vu (T ) and Vd (T ) inherit
total orders from V (T ). We assume that vertices have at least 1 incoming edge.
Definition 3.12 (The categories sT and sTcore ). An isomorphism of planar n-trees with section is a bijection
between vertices preserving the root, the pearls as well as the total order, and commuting with the target
map. We also consider morphisms contracting consecutive vertices. There is an contracting morphism from a
planar tree T to another tree T 0 if there is a subset of inner edges E 0 ⊂ E in (T ) such that the tree T 0 is obtained
from T by removing the edges corresponding to E 0 and by identifying the consecutive vertices v and v 0 for
18

Figure 9: Illustration of a planar tree with section.

any (v, v 0 ) ∈ E 0 . Furthermore, we assume that the subset E 0 satisfies the condition: if there is (v, v 0 ) ∈ E 0 with
v ∈ Vι (T ), then all the edges connecting v 0 to a pearl are contained into E 0 .
The category sTcore [n] consists of planar n-trees with section and isomorphisms between them while
sT[n] is the category with the same set of objects and whose morphisms are composed of isomorphisms and
≥2 [n], of planar n-trees whose
contracting morphisms. We also consider the subcategories sT ≥2 [n] and sTcore
−1
vertices other than the pearls have at least 2 antecedents (i.e. |t (v)| ≥ 2 for any v ∈ V (T )).
3.2.2

The category of leveled trees with section

A leveled n-tree with section, with n > 0 is a pair (T , ι) where T is a sequence of non-decreasing surjections
as in (16) and 0 ≤ ι ≤ h(T ) is an integer such that the surjective maps tj are not bijective for j , ι. The level
corresponding to ι is called the main section and can be composed of bivalent vertices. In particular, if (T , ι)
is a leveled n-tree with section, then T is not necessarily a leveled n-tree, as tι may be bijective. In pictures,
we represent the main section by a dotted line. We respectively denote by Vι (T ), Vu (T ), and Vd (T ) the sets
of vertices on the main section, above the main section, and below the main section. Such a tree will be
denoted by T if there is no ambiguity about the main section.

Figure 10: A leveled 14-tree with section.
Definition 3.13 (The categories sL[n] and sLcore [n]). In the following we introduce three kinds of elementary
morphisms between leveled trees. The categories sL[n] and sLcore [n] of leveled n-trees have the same set of
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objects. Morphisms in sLcore [n] are generated by isomorphisms of leveled trees preserving the main section,
contractions of permutable levels and permutations σi of permutable levels such that, in both cases, neither
i nor i + 1 are the main section ι (i.e. ι < {i, i + 1}).
On the other hand, morphisms in sL[n] are generated by isomorphisms of leveled trees preserving the
main section, contractions of consecutive levels, and permutations σi of permutable levels such that neither
i nor i + 1 are the main section ι.
3.2.3

On “bimodule” structures for (possibly leveled) trees with section

We now introduce the operations needed in order to define (co)bimodule structures on Boardman–Vogt
resolutions of (co)bimodules, and which are compatible with the operations introduced in the previous
sections. We will also use them to define (co)bimodule structures on alternative versions of two-sided (co)bar
constructions. We build the following “right” and “left” operations (see Equations (18) and (19))
γR : sL[k] × L[n1 ] × · · · × L[nk ] −→ sL[n1 + · · · + nk ];
γL : L[k] × sL[n1 ] × · · · × sL[nk ] −→ sL[n1 + · · · + nk ].
The right operation γR is defined as follows. Consider trees (T0 , ι) ∈ sL[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ] for i ≤ k. The
right module operation γR (T0 ; {Ti }) is given by the following formula in which γ is the total composition
introduced in Section 3.1.2:


γR (T0 ; {Ti }) = γ(T0 ; {Ti }), ι .
(18)
Let us now define the left module operation γL . Let T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti = (Ti , ιi ) ∈ sL[ni ] for i ≤ k. For the
sake of example, we will depict the operation γL when applied to the family of trees from Figure 11.

Figure 11: Example of family of leveled trees with k = 2.
For any i ≤ k, we denote by Ti< the leveled sub-tree of Ti composed of the vertices and edges strictly
below the main section. Similarly, for any i ≤ k, v ∈ Vι (Ti ), and e ∈ in(v) an incoming edge of v, we denote by
Ti>e the leveled sub-tree of Ti consisting of all vertices and edges above e, having e as the trunk. Formally,
for ι < j ≤ h(Ti )), we define the set of vertices of level j by:
Vj (Ti>e ) B {w ∈ Vj (T ) | (t k−1 (w), t k (w)) = e for some k > 0}
formed by vertices above the edge e. We also denote the leaves of Ti>e by [n]>e = {s ∈ [n] | ∃k > 0 s.t. (t k−1 (s), t k (s)) =
e}, which we identify with [n>e ] for some ne > 0. Then Ti>e is the leveled tree given by the sequence of
non-decreasing surjections:
th(T )|[n]>e

th(T )−1|Vh(T ),e (Ti )

tι+1|Vι+2,e (Ti )

[n>e ] −−−−−−−−→
→ Vh(T ),e (Ti ) −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
→ · · · −−−−−−−−−−→
→ Vι+1,e (Ti ).
First, we consider the leveled tree with section ∆(T0 , {Ti }) obtained by grafting into the leaves of γ(T0 ; {Tid })
the corresponding vertices in Vι (Ti ), with i ≤ k. Furthermore, we remove the sections composed of only
bivalentPvertices. The main section of this leveled tree so obtained is the top level denoted by ∆({ιi }) =
h(T0 ) + i∈I ιi . See Figure 13 for an example.
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Figure 12: Sub-trees associated to T1 represented in Figure 11.

Figure 13: The leveled tree ∆(T0 , {Ti }) associated to the family represented in Figure 11.
Definition 3.14. The left operation γL is given by the formula (see Figure 14):


γL (T0 ; {Ti , ιi }) B γ(∆(T0 , {Ti }) ; {Ti,e }) ; ∆({ιi }) .

(19)

Figure 14: The image under γL of the family from Figure 11.
As in the previous section, the family of sets sL = {sL[n]}, equipped with the left and right module
operations γL and γR , is not a bimodule over L (which is not even an operad). The bimodule axioms are only
satisfied up to permutations and contractions of permutable consecutive levels. Nevertheless, this will be
enough to define (co)bimodule structures on Boardman–Vogt resolutions or alternative versions of two-sided
(co)bar resolutions.
3.2.4

Comparison between planar trees and leveled trees

≥2 [n] sending a leveled n-tree with
There are two functors α : sL[n] → sT ≥2 [n] and αcore : sLcore [n] → sTcore
section to the planar n-tree with section obtained by removing the bivalent vertices other than the pearls
and taking the underlying level map. In particular, contractions and permutations of permutable levels are
sent to identity morphisms. So, α and αcore are neither faithful nor injective on objects.
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Nevertheless, α and αcore are full and surjective on objects. Indeed, for each rooted planar tree T , we fix
Tl to be the unique leveled tree for which each level other than the main section has exactly one non-bivalent
vertex appearing from bottom to top according to the total order on the sets of vertices Vd (T ) and Vu (T ). We
≥2 [n] → L
set β : T ≥2 [n] → L[n] and βcore : Tcore
core [n] the two functors sending a planar n-tree with section T
to Tl . These two functors are faithful and injective on the sets of objects. However there are neither full, nor
surjective on objects, nor essentially surjective: unlike permutations of permutable levels, contractions of
permutable levels are not isomorphisms.

Figure 15: The functors α and β.
The functors β and βcore so defined give rise to sections of the functors α and αcore in the sense that, for
any planar n-tree with section T , one has α ◦ β(T ) = T and αcore ◦ βcore (T ) = T . However, for any leveled tree
with section T , β ◦ α(T ) and βcore ◦ αcore (T ) coincide with T only up to contractions and permutations of
permutable levels. Furthermore, all the functors considered are compatible with the bimodule operations in
the sense that the diagrams
sT ≥2 [k] ×
Q

Qk

α

sL[k] ×

i=1 T
Q
β

Qk

≥2 [n ]
i

i=1 L[ni ]

γR

sT ≥2 [n1 + · · · + nk ]
α

γR

T ≥2 [k] ×

Qk

L[k] ×

Qk

i=1 sT
Q
Q
β
α

β

sL[n1 + · · · + nk ]

≥2 [n ]
1

i=1 sL[ni ]

γL

sT ≥2 [n1 + · · · + nk ]
α

γL

β

sL[n1 + · · · + nk ]

commute strictly when we restrict to α and up to contractions and permutations of permutable levels when
we restrict to β. The same is true for the subcategories sTcore and sLcore . We resume the above properties in
the following proposition:
≥2 [n], obtained removing the
Theorem 3.15. The functors α : sL[n] → sT ≥2 [n] and αcore : sLcore [n] → sTcore
bivalent vertices other than the pearls, are full and surjective on objects. They admit right inverses β : sT ≥2 [n] →
≥2 [n] → sL
sL[n] and βcore : sTcore
core [n], respectively, which are faithful and injective on the set of objects.

Remark 3.16. It is possible to adapt our construction to trees without levels as in [Duc18c]. However, it is
more convenient to use leveled trees in order to construct the bar and cobar constructions for bimodules.
For instance, in the following tree:
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one can contract the edge h, or the edges f1 , f2 , f3 together, or the whole tree, but not the edge g alone.

4

Cofibrant resolutions for Λ-operads in spectra

For any 1-reduced operad O in Spec (i.e. an operad O(0) = O(1) = ∗), we introduce alternative (leveled)
definitions of the Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl O and the bar construction Bl (O) of O. After that, we
prove that the leveled bar resolution of O is isomorphic to the cooperad of the indecomposable elements
Indec(Wl O) . In the last section, we show that the Boardman–Vogt resolution is also weakly equivalent to
the cobar-bar construction related to O. Throughout this section all (co)operads will be considered over the
category of spectra.

4.1

The leveled bar construction for operads in spectra

In this section, we introduce an alternative description of the bar construction for operads in spectra using
leveled trees. We show that our construction is isomorphic to the usual one introduced by Salvatore [Sal98]
and Ching [Chi05]. In what follows, the indices “B” emphasize the fact that these functors are used to define
the bar construction. This is to distinguish them from the functors in the next section, which are used to
define the W-construction and are decorated by indices “W”.
Given a 1-reduced operad O in spectra, for every n > 0 we define the following two functors:
^
O B : L[n] −→ Spec , T 7−→
O(|v|);
v∈V (T )

HB : L[n]

op

−→ sSets ,




∆[T ]/∆0 [T ]
T 7−→ 


∗

if n > 1,
if n = 1.

(20)

Q
where ∆[T ] = 0≤i≤h(T ) ∆[1] labels the levels by elements in the standard 1-simplex ∆[1], while ∆0 [T ] is
the simplicial subset consisting of faces where either the 0-th level has value 0, or any of the other levels
has value 1. By definition, HB (T ) is a pointed simplicial set for any leveled tree T whose basepoint is the
equivalence class of ∆0 [T ].
On morphisms, the functor O B is defined using the operadic structure of O. For any two consecutive
permutable levels i and i + 1, HB (σi ) permutes the simplices corresponding to the i-th and (i + 1)-st levels.
For contraction morphisms there are two cases to consider:
1. If the levels i and i + 1 are permutable, then, by using the diagonal map, one has:
HB (δ{i+1} ) : HB (T /{i + 1}) −→ HB (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
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2. If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable, then one has instead:
HB (δ{i+1} ) : HB (T /{i + 1}) −→ HB (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , 0, ti+1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Definition 4.1. The leveled bar construction of a 1-reduced operad O in spectra is defined as the simplicial
spectrum given by the coend:
Z T ∈L[n]
Bl (O)(n) B
O B (T ) ∧ HB (T ).
A point in Bl (O)(n) is the data of a leveled n-tree T , a family of points in O labelling the vertices {θv }v∈V (T )
and a family of elements in the simplicial set ∆[1] indexing the levels {tj }0≤j≤h(T ) . The equivalence relation
induced by the coend is generated by the compatibility with the symmetric group action, permutations of
permutable levels, contractions of two consecutive permutable levels indexed by the same simplex, and
contractions of consecutive non-permutable levels such that the upper one is indexed by 0. Such a point is
denoted by [T ; {θv } ; {tj }].

Figure 16: Illustration of equivalent points in Bl (O)(5).
The sequence Bl (O) = {Bl (O)(n)} has a cooperadic structure
γ c : Bl (O)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Bl (O)(k) ∧ Bl (O)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Bl (O)(nk ),

(21)

defined as follows. A leveled n-tree T is said to be decomposable according to the partition (n1 , . . . , nk ), with
n1 + · · · + nk = n if there exist leveled trees T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ], with i ≤ k, such that T is of the form
γ(T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of permutable levels where γ is the
operation (17). According to this notation, if T is not decomposable, then γ c ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) is sent to the
basepoint. Otherwise, let us remark that we have an identification
[T ; {θv } ; {tj }] = [γ(T0 , {Ti }) ; {θv } ; {t̃j }]
due to the equivalence relation induced by the coend. In that case, we define
^
n
o
γ c ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) B [Ti ; {θvi } ; {tji }]
∈ Bl (O)(I) ∧ Bl (O)(Si )
i∈It{0}

i∈I

where {θvi } and {tji } come from the restriction to the parameters corresponding to the sub-tree Ti of γ(T0 , {Ti }).
The cooperadic operation (21) does not depend on the choice of the decomposition of T up to permutations
of permutable levels and contractions of permutable levels thanks to the definition of the coend.
Definition 4.2 (The usual bar construction for operads in spectra). For more details, we refer the reader
to [Chi12]. We recall that T ≥2 [n] is the category of planar n-trees having vertices with valences ≥ 2 and
whose morphisms are generated by isomorphisms of planar trees and contractions of inner edges. Given a
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1-reduced operad O, we introduce the two functors
0

O B : T ≥2 [n] −→ Spec ,

^

T 7−→

O(|v|);

v∈V (T )

HB0

:T

≥2

[n]

op

−→ sSets ,



0

∆0 [T ]/∆0 [T ]
T 7−→ 


∗

if n > 1,
if n = 1.

(22)

Q
where ∆0 [T ] B v∈V (T ) ∆[1] labels the vertices by elements in the simplicial 1-simplex ∆[1] while ∆00 [T ] is
the simplicial subset consisting of faces where, either, the root has value 0, or, any other vertices has value 1.
By definition, H 0 (T ) is a pointed simplicial set for any leveled tree T and the bar construction of O is defined
as the coend
Z
T ∈T ≥2 [n]

B(O)(n) B

0

O B (T ) ∧ HB0 (T ).

A point is denoted by [T ; {θv } ; {tv }] where T ∈ T ≥2 [n] is a planar tree, {θv }v∈V (T ) is a family of points in O
labelling the vertices and {tv }v∈v∈V (T ) is a family of elements in ∆[1] indexing the vertices.
Proposition 4.3. The leveled bar construction is isomorphic to the usual bar construction denoted by B(O):
Bl (O)  B(O).
Proof. The proposition is a direct consequence of the comparison morphisms between planar n-trees and
leveled n-trees explained in Section 3.1.4. The isomorphism of operads is given by
h
i
h
i
f : Bl (O)(n) −→ B(O)(n),
T ; {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {ti }0≤i≤h(T ) 7−→ α(T ); {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {tv0 }v∈V (α(T )) ,
where te0 is the maximum of the parameters corresponding to the levels related to the path joining the source
vertex of e to its first non-bivalent vertex according to the orientation toward the root. Conversely, one has
the continuous map:
h
i
h
i
g : B(O)(n) −→ Bl (O)(n),
T ; {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {tv }v∈V (T ) 7−→ β(T ); {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {ti0 }0≤i≤h(β(T )) ,
where ti0 = tv if the unique non-bivalent vertex on the i-th level of β(T ) corresponds to the vertex v in T .
The reader can easily check that the maps so obtained are well defined, compatible with the cooperadic
structures and give rise to isomorphisms between the leveled and usual bar resolutions.

4.2

The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced Λ-operads

This section is split into three parts. First, we introduce a leveled version of the Boardman–Vogt resolution for
1-reduced operads in spectra. Then, we compare this alternative construction to the usual Boardman–Vogt
resolution introduced by Boardman and Vogt [BV73] in the context of topological operads (see also [BM06]
for a general construction in any symmetric monoidal model category with a notion of interval). Finally,
we extend our resolution to the category of 1-reduced Λ-operads equipped with the Reedy model category
structure.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced operads Let O be a 1-reduced operad in spectra.
Recall the categories of trees from Section 3 and the interval ∆[1]+ from Section 2.1. In the constructions
below, the symbols “W ” emphasize the fact that these functors are used to define the Boardman–Vogt
resolution. We consider the following two functors:
^
O W : L[n] −→ Spec,
T 7−→
O(|v|);
v∈V (T )

HW : L[n]

op

−→ sSets,

T 7−→

^
1≤i≤h(T )
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∆[1]+ .

The functor O W is defined using the operadic structure of O, the symmetric monoidal structure of
spectra, and the unit of the operad O. On permutation maps, the functor HW consists in permuting the
parameters indexing the levels. On contraction maps δ{i+1} : T → T /{i + 1} (with i ∈ {0, . . . , h(T ) − 1}), there
are two cases to consider:
1. If the levels i and i + 1 are permutable, then, by using the diagonal map, one has:
HW (δ{i+1} ) : HW (T /{i + 1}) −→ HW (T ),
(t1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t1 , . . . , ti , ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
2. If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable, then one has instead:
HW (δ{i+1} ) : HW (T /{i}) −→ HW (T ),
(t1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t1 , . . . , ti , 0, ti+1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Definition 4.4. The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl O is defined in arity n > 0 as the coend:
Z T ∈L[n]
Wl O(n) B
O W (T ) ∧ HW (T ).
Roughly speaking, a point of Wl O(n) is given by a leveled n-tree T , whose vertices are decorated by points
in the operad O, and whose levels different from 0 are decorated by elements in ∆[1]+ . Furthermore, we can
contract two consecutive levels i and i − 1 if either the two levels are permutable and they are decorated by
the same parameter, or they are not permutable the i-th level is decorated by 0. Such a point is denoted by
[T ; {θv } ; {ti }] where T is a leveled tree, {θv }, with v ∈ V (T ), is the family of points in the operad labelling the
vertices and {ti }, with 1 ≤ i ≤ h(T ), is the family of real numbers indexing the levels. See Figure 17 for an
example.

Figure 17: Illustration of equivalent points in Wl O(5).
Proposition 4.5. There is an operadic structure on Wl O defined using the operation γ from Equation (17) and
decorating the new levels by 1 : ∗ → ∆[1].
Proof. While the operation γ is not strictly associative, it is associative up to permutation. Thanks to the
definition of Wl O as a coend, it is invariant under permutation of levels. Hence the composition product on
Wl O is strictly associative and defines an operad structure.
Definition 4.6 (The usual Boardman–Vogt resolution for operads). We recall the usual Boardman–Vogt
resolution W O for any 1-reduced operad in spectra [BM06]. For a 1-reduced operad O, we introduce two
functors:
^
0
O(|v|);
O W : T ≥2 [n] −→ Spec,
T 7−→
v∈V (T )
0
HW

:T

≥2

[n]

op

−→ sSets,

T 7−→

^
e∈E in (T )
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∆[1]+ .

On morphisms, the first functor is is obtained using the operadic structure of O, the unit in arity 1 as
well as the symmetric monoidal structure on spectra. The usual Boardman–Vogt resolution of O is defined
as the simplicial spectrum given by the coend:
Z

T ∈T ≥2 [n]

W O(n) B

0

0
(T ).
O W (T ) ∧ HW

A point is denoted by [T ; {θv } ; {te }] where T ∈ T ≥2 [n] is a planar tree, {θv }v∈V (T ) is a family of points in
O labelling the vertices and {tv }v∈v∈V (T ) is a family of elements in ∆[1] indexing the inner edges. The
equivalence relation coming from the coend is generated by contracting inner edges decorated by 0 and by
the compatibility with the action of the symmetric group.
Proposition 4.7. The usual and leveled Boardman–Vogt resolutions W O and Wl O are isomorphic.
Proof. We build an explicit isomorphism between the two constructions. According to this notation introduced at the end of Section 3.1.4, there is an operadic map:
h
i
h
i
f : Wl O(n) −→ W O(n),
T ; {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {ti }1≤i≤h(T ) 7−→ α(T ); {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {te0 }e∈E in (α(T )) ,
where te0 is the maximum of the parameters corresponding to the levels related to the path joining the source
vertex of e to its first non-bivalent vertex according to the orientation toward the root. Conversely, one has
the continuous map
h
i
h
i
g : W O(n) −→ Wl O(n),
T ; {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {te }e∈E in (T ) 7−→ β(T ); {θv }v∈V (T ) ; {ti0 }1≤i≤h(β(T )) ,
where ti0 = te if the unique non-bivalent vertex on the i-th level is the source vertex of e. The reader can
easily check that the maps so obtained are well defined, compatible with the operadic structures and give
rise to an isomorphism between the leveled and usual Boardman–Vogt resolutions.
Corollary 4.8. Let O be a Σ-cofibrant 1-reduced operad in spectra. The map µ : Wl O → O, sending the parameters
indexing the levels to 0, is a weak equivalence of operads. The operad Wl O is a cofibrant resolution of O in the
category of 1-reduced operads equipped with the projective model category structure.
Proof. The second part of the statement follows from the results of [BM06]. The two authors show that if
O is a well pointed (i.e. ∗ → O(1) is a cofibration) and Σ-cofibrant operad, then the usual Boardman–Vogt
resolution is cofibrant replacement of O in the projective model category of operad. Furthermore, they prove
that the map µ : W O → O, sending the parameters indexing the inner edges to 0, is a weak equivalence
of operads. By using the isomorphism introduced in Proposition 4.7, the same is true for the leveled
Boardman–Vogt resolution.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced Λ-operads Let O be a 1-reduced Λ-operad in
spectra. In order to get a cofibrant resolution of O in the Reedy model category ΛOperad, we provide a
Λ-structure to the construction introduced in Section 4.2. As a symmetric sequence, we set
WΛ O(n) B Wl O>0 (n),

for all n > 0,

where O>0 is the underlying 1-reduced operad of O. The subscript Λ is to emphasize that we work in the
category of 1-reduced Λ-operads. By restriction, WΛ O inherits operadic compositions
γ : WΛ O(k) ∧ WΛ O(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ WΛ O(nk ) −→ WΛ O(n1 + · · · + nk ).
The Λ-structure in WΛ O is defined in the obvious way using the Λ-structure on the (first non-bivalent)
vertex connected to the leaf labeled by i. If by doing so, the new point so obtained has a level which consists
of bivalent vertices, then we remove it.
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Figure 18: Illustrations of the Λ-structure associated to h1 , h2 : [3] → [4] with h1 (i) = i + 1 and h2 (i) = i.
Proposition 4.9. If O is a Σ-cofibrant 1-reduced operad, then WΛ O is a cofibrant resolution of O in the category
of 1-reduced Λ-operads equipped with the Reedy model category structure. In particular, the map µ : WΛ O → O,
sending the parameters indexing the levels to 0, is a weak equivalence of operads.
Proof. The map 0 : ∗ → ∆1 is a weak equivalence which implies that the operadic map µ is a weak equivalence
too. Moreover, we know from the results of [Fre17b, §8.5.5.2] that a 1-reduced Λ-operad is Reedy cofibrant if
and only if the corresponding 1-reduced operad is cofibrant in the projective model category. The 1-reduced
operad associated to WΛ O is W O>0 which is cofibrant in the projective model category.

4.3

The cooperad of indecomposable elements

In the previous section, we built a cofibrant resolution Wl O for any Σ-cofibrant 1-reduced operad O in
spectra. In what follows we show that the leveled bar construction of the operad O can be expressed as the
suspension of a cooperad Indec(Wl O). Unfortunately, we cannot extend this result to 1-reduced Λ-operads
since the leveled bar construction of a 1-reduced Λ-operad is not necessarily a 1-reduced Λ-cooperad.
A point in Wl O is said to be indecomposable if no elements indexing the levels is equal to 1 : ∗ → ∆[1]. The
indecomposable cooperad Indec(Wl O) is obtained by identifying any decomposable element in Wl O with
the basepoint. In other words, if we modify slightly the functor H as follows:
00
HW
: L[n]op −→ sSets,


˜ ]/ ∆
˜ 0 [T ]

∆[T
T 7−→ 


∗

if n > 1,
if n = 1,

˜ ]=Q
˜
where ∆[T
1≤i≤h(T ) ∆[1] and ∆0 [T ] is the simplicial subset consisting of faces where at least one of the
levels has value 1. By construction, H 00 (T ) is already a pointed simplicial set.
Definition 4.10. the cooperad of indecomposable points is defined as simplicial spectrum given by the
coend:
Z
T ∈L[n]

Indec(Wl O)(n) B

00
O W (T ) ∧ HW
(T ).

For any partition n = n1 + · · · + nk , the cooperadic operation
γ c : Indec(Wl O)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Indec(Wl O)(k) ∧ Indec(Wl O)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Indec(Wl O)(nk ),
is defined as follows. Consider an element [T ; {xv } ; {ti }]. If T , up to permutations of permutable levels
and contractions of permutable levels, is not of the form γ(T0 ; {Ti }) with T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ] then
γ c ([T ; {xv } ; {ti }]) is the basepoint. Otherwise, the element is sent to the family
^
n
o
[T0 ; {xv0 } ; {tj0 }] ; [Ti ; {xvi } ; {tji }]
∈ Indec(Wl O)(k) ∧
Indec(Wl O)(ni ),
i∈I

1≤i≤k

where the parameters indexing the vertices and the levels of the leveled trees T0 and Ti are induced by the
parameters indexing the leveled tree T . This structure is similar to the cooperadic structure introduced on
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the leveled bar construction introduced in Section 4.1. Actually, one has the following connection between
the Boardman–Vogt resolution and the bar construction:
Proposition 4.11. The leveled bar construction of the operad O is isomorphic to the suspension of the cooperad of
indecomposable elements:
Bl O  Σ Indec(Wl O).
Proof. Taking the indecomposables of Wl O identifies to the base point all points whose underlying tree
has a level of length 1. The suspension coordinate gives us a length for the 0-th level in the bar construction. To complete the proof, we recall quickly the cooperadic structure on Σ Indec(Wl O)). We denote by
[T ; {θv } ; {tj } ; x] a point in Σ Indec(Wl O)) where x is the suspension coordinate. The cooperadic composition
is defined as follows:
Σ Indec(Wl O))(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Σ Indec(Wl O))(k) ∧ Σ Indec(Wl O))(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Σ Indec(Wl O))(nk ),

i

i
h
i

{ [Ti ; {θv } ; {tj } ; xi ] }i∈It{0} if T ∼ γ(T0 , {Ti }) is decomposable,
T ; {θv } ; {tj } ; x 7−→ 


∗
otherwise,
where x0 = x and xi , with i ∈ I, is the element indexing the level in γ(T0 , {Ti }) corresponding to the root
of Ti . The reader can easily check that the structure so obtained is well defined and compatible with the
isomorphism.

4.4

The Boardman–Vogt resolution and the cobar-bar construction

In what follows, we adapt the definition of the cobar construction for 1-reduced cooperads in spectra from
[Chi05], but using the notion of leveled trees instead of planar trees. Then we show that this construction is
isomorphic to the usual one. After that, we prove that the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution of a 1-reduced
operad O in spectra is weakly equivalent to its leveled cobar-bar construction.
The leveled cobar construction for 1-reduced cooperads in spectra From [Chi12], we recall that the
simplicial indexing category ∆ has an automorphism R that sends a totally ordered set to the same set with
the opposite order. For a simplicial set X, the reverse of X, denoted by X rev , is the simplicial set X ◦ R. Let C
be a 1-reduced cooperad in spectra. We introduce the functor
^
C Ω : L[n]op −→ Spec,
T 7−→
C(|v|),
v∈V (T )

defined on morphisms using the cooperadic structure of C.
Definition 4.12. The leveled cobar construction associated to a 1-reduced cooperad C in spectra is the end
Z


Ωl C(n) B
Map HB (T )rev ; C Ω (T ) ,
(23)
T ∈L[n]

where HB is the functor given by the formula (20). By Map(−; −) we understand the cotensoring of Spec over
pointed simplicial sets. Concretely, a point in Ωl C(n) is a family of maps Φ = {ΦT : HB (T ) → C Ω (T ), T ∈ L[n]}
satisfying the following relations: for each permutation σ and each contraction morphism δN , one has the
commutative diagrams
HB (T · σ )

H(σ )

ΦT ·σ

C Ω (T · σ )

C(σ )

HB (T )

HB (δN (T ))

ΦT

ΦδN (T )

C Ω (T )

C Ω (δN (T ))
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H(δN )

HB (T )
ΦT

C(δN )

C Ω (T )

(24)

The sequence Ωl C = {Ωl C(n)} forms an operad in spectra whose operadic composition
γ : Ωl C(k) ∧ ΩC(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ ΩC(nk ) −→ Ωl C(n1 + · · · + nk ),
n
o
Φ0 ; {Φi } 7−→ γΩ (Φ0 ; {Φi }) = γΩ (Φ0 ; {Φi })T , T ∈ L[n1 + · · · + nk ] ,
is defined as follows. If, up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of permutable levels,
the leveled tree T is not of the form γ(T0 ; {Ti }), with T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ], then γΩ (Φ0 ; {Φi })T sends any
decoration of the levels to the basepoint. Otherwise, we define γΩ (Φ0 ; {Φi })T to be the composition
^
^
C Ω (Ti )  C Ω (T ).
γΩ (Φ0 ; {Φi })T : HB (T ) −→ HB (γ(T0 ; {Ti }))  H(T0 ) ∧
H(Ti ) −→ C Ω (T0 ) ∧
1≤i≤k

1≤i≤k

Definition 4.13 (The usual cobar construction for 1-reduced cooperads). For more details, we refer the
reader to [Chi12]. We recall that T ≥2 [n] is the category of planar n-trees having vertices with valences ≥ 2
and whose morphisms are generated by isomorphisms of planar trees and contractions of inner edges. Given
a 1-reduced cooperad C, we introduce the two functors
^
0
C(|v|);
C Ω : T ≥2 [n] −→ Spec , T 7−→
v∈V (T )

defined on morphisms using the cooperadic structure of C. The usual cobar construction of O is defined as
the end
Z
Ω(C)(n) B

0

T ∈T ≥2 [n]

C Ω (T ) ∧ HB0 (T ),

where HB0 is given by the formula (22). A point in ΩC(n) is a family of maps Φ = {ΦT : HB (T ) → C Ω (T ), T ∈
T ≥2 [n]} some relations induced by the end.
Proposition 4.14. The leveled cobar construction is isomorphic to the usual cobar construction:
Ωl C  ΩC.
Proof. As a consequence of the comparison morphisms between planar n-trees and leveled n-trees introduced
in Section 3.1.4, one can build an explicit isomorphism
Ln : ΩC(n)  Ωl C(n) : Rn .
Let Φ be an element in ΩC(n) and T be a leveled n-tree. Then, Ln (Φ)T , the map associated to the leveled tree
T , is given by Φα(T ) . Conversely, let Φ 0 be an element in Ωl C(n) and T 0 be a rooted planar tree. Then, Rn (Φ 0 )T ,
0
−1 (T ) due
the map associated to T 0 , is given by Φβ(T
0 ) . The map Rn does not depend on the fix point Tl ∈ α
to the relations (24). So, the maps Ln and Rn are well defined and provide an isomorphism preserving the
cooperadic structures.
Connection between Boardman–Vogt resolutions and cobar-bar constructions Let O be a 1-reduced
operad in spectra. In Section 4.2, we built a cofibrant resolution of O through the leveled Boardman–Vogt
resolution Wl O. In Section 4.1, we introduced a leveled version of the bar construction, denoted Bl (O), which
is isomorphic to the usual bar construction. According to our definition of the leveled cobar construction in
the previous section, we apply the strategy used by [Chi05] in order to build a map
ΓS : Wl O(n) −→ Ωl Bl (O)(n).
A point in the cobar-bar construction Ωl Bl (O)(n) is the data of a family of maps Φ = {ΦT : HB (T ) →
Bl (O)Ω (T ), T ∈ L[n]} satisfying the relations (24). A point in Bl (O)Ω (T ) is a family of elements in Bl (O)
indexed the vertices of the leveled tree T .
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Notation 4.15. Let T1 and T2 be two leveled n-trees. We say that T1 ≥ T2 if, up to permutations of permutable
levels and contractions of permutable levels, T2 can be obtained from T1 by contracting levels. Given two
such trees T1 ≥ T2 , we fix the following notation.
To each vertex v ∈ V (T2 ) we associate a leveled sub-tree T1 [v] of the leveled tree T1 in such a way that
T1 is obtained (up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels) by grafting all the trees T1 [v]
together. For instance, from the two leveled trees T1 ≥ T2 :

the sub-leveled trees associated to the vertices y1 , . . . , y4 are the following ones:

For any vertex v ∈ V (T2 ), we denote by orv : V (T1 [v]) → V (T1 ) the map assigning to a vertex in T1 [v] the
corresponding vertex in T1 . Similarly, let olv : {0, . . . , h(T1 [v])} → {0, . . . , h(T1 )} be the map assigning to a level
in T1 [v] the corresponding level in T1 . For instance, in the above example one has oly2 (0) = 3 = oly4 (2) and
oly4 (1) = 2.
Finally, the map between the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution and the leveled cobar-bar construction
Γn : Wl O(n) −→ Ωl Bl (O)(n),
n
o
x = [T1 ; {θv } ; {tl }] 7−→ Φx = Φx;T2 , T2 ∈ L[n] ,

(25)

is defined as follows. If T1  T2 , then Φx;T2 is the basepoint in Bl (O)Ω (T2 ). Otherwise, one has
Φx;T2 : HB (T ) −→ Bl (O)Ω (T2 ),
n
o
{t̃i }0≤i≤h(T2 7−→ [T1 [v] ; {θy [v]} ; {tj [v]}]

(26)
v∈V (T2 )

,

(27)

where
θy [v] = θorv (y)

and



tolv (j)




1
− tol v (j)
tj [v] = 




max 0 ; tol (j) − t̃lev(v)
v

if j > 0,
if j = 0 and v is the root of T2 ,
if j = 0 and v is not the root of T2 .

Proposition 4.16. The map (25) induces a weak equivalence of 1-reduced operads.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of [Chi12, Theorem 2.15] and the fact that the leveled Boardman–Vogt
resolution as well as the leveled cobar-bar construction are both isomorphic to the usual constructions.
Remark 4.17. As far as we know, the bar construction of a Λ-operad does not inherit a Λ-cooperad structure,
which prevents us from extending our results to Λ-operads – one would need a BΛ structure on P for BP to
be a Λ-cooperad [FTW17, Proposition 2.4].
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Fresse showed in the algebraic setting that the cobar-bar resolution of a dg-Λ-operad inherits a Λstructure [Fre17b, Proposition C.2.18]. His constructions are in some sense dual to ours. While our bar
construction is defined by a coend and our cobar construction by an end (similarly to Ching’s work [Chi12]),
in Fresse’s work the bar construction is an end and the cobar construction is a coend. Fresse’s result is thus
more closely related to our results on cooperads and cobimodules (see Sections 6 and 7).

5

Cofibrant resolutions for Λ-bimodules in spectra

Let P and Q be two 1-reduced operads and M be a (P -Q)-bimodule in spectra. The aim of this section is
to introduce a kind of Boardman–Vogt Wl resolution for any (W P -W Q)-bimodule M and to prove that the
leveled two-sided bar construction of M can be expressed as the suspension of the (Indec(W P )-Indec(W Q))cobimodule of indecomposable elements Indec(Wl M). Similarly to the operadic case, we also prove that the
Boardman–Vogt resolution is weakly equivalent to the leveled two-sided cobar-bar construction.

5.1

The two-sided leveled bar construction in spectra

Given an operad P , a right P -module M, and a left P -module N , recall that the two-sided bar construction
B(M, P , N ) is obtained as the realization of the simplicial object M ◦P ◦• ◦N , where faces and degeneracies are
defined using the operad/module structure maps. In particular, B(M, P , P ) (resp. B(P , P , N )) is a cofibrant
resolution of the right module M (resp. the left module N ).
Now, if P and Q are operads and M is a (P , Q)-bimodule, we can thus define a cofibrant resolution of M
as the pullback:
B[P , Q](M) B B(P , P , M) ◦M B(M, Q, Q) = P ◦(1+•) ◦ M ◦ Q◦(•+1) .
(28)
Unfortunately, this simplicial resolution does not define a cobimodule: there is no way to define cobimodule
structure maps that strictly satisfy associativity, because of the total composition (just like simplicial bar
construction P ◦(•+1) is not a cooperad). To solve this problem, we introduce an alternative version of this
construction using our notion of leveled trees with section which is naturally endowed with a structure of
cobimodule.
Let P and Q be two 1-reduced operads in spectra. From a (P -Q)-bimodule M, we define the following
two functors:
^
^
^
M B : sL[n] −→ Spec,
(T , ι) 7−→
P (|v|) ∧
M(|v|) ∧
Q(|v|);
v∈Vd (T )

sHB : sL[n]op −→ sSets,

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )




∆[T ]/∆0 [T , ι] if n > 1,
(T , ι) 7−→ 


∗
if n = 1,

Q
where ∆[T ] = 0≤i≤h(T ) ∆[1] labels the levels by elements in the standard 1-simplex ∆[1] while ∆0 [T , ι] is
the simplicial subset consisting of faces where, either the ι-th level has value 0, or any of the other levels
has value 1. By definition, H(T , ι) is a pointed simplicial set for any leveled tree with section (T , ι), whose
basepoint is the equivalence class of ∆0 [T , ι].
On morphisms, the functor M B is defined using the bimodule structure of M. For any two consecutive
permutable levels i and i + 1, sHB (σi ) permutes the simplices corresponding to the i-th and (i + 1)-st levels.
For contraction morphisms there are three cases to consider:
1. If the levels i and i + 1 are permutable, then, by using the diagonal map:
sHB (δ{i+1} ) : sHB (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHB (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
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2. If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i ≥ ι, then:
sHB (δ{i+1} ) : sHB (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHB (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , 0, ti+1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
3. If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i < ι, then:
sHB (δ{i+1} ) : sHB (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHB (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti−1 , 0, ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Definition 5.1. The leveled two-sided bar construction is defined as the coend:
Z T ∈sL[n]
M B (T ) ∧ sHB (T ).
Bl [P , Q](M)(n) B
A point in Bl (P , M, Q)(n) is the data of a leveled n-tree with section T = (T , ι), a family of points {θv }v∈V (T )
labelling the vertices on the main section (resp. below and above the main section) by points in M (resp.
points in P and Q) and a family of elements in the simplicial set ∆[1] indexing the levels {tj }0≤j≤h(T ) . The
equivalence relation induced by the coend is generated by the compatibility with the symmetric group
action, permutations of permutable levels, contractions of two consecutive permutable levels indexed by the
same simplex, and contractions of non-permutable levels such that the upper or lower level (depending on
whether we are above or below the section) is indexed by 0. If there is no ambiguity with the operadic case,
such a point is denoted by [T ; {θv } ; {tj }].

Figure 19: Illustration of equivalent points in Bl [P , Q](M)(7).
The sequence Bl (P , M, Q) = {Bl (P , M, Q)(n)} inherits a (Bl (P )-Bl (Q))-cobimodule structure, with right and
left module maps denoted by:
γRc : Bl [P , Q](M)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Bl [P , Q](M)(k) ∧ Bl (Q)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Bl (Q)(nk );
γLc : Bl [P , Q](M)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Bl (P )(k) ∧ Bl [P , Q](M)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Bl [P , Q](M)(nk ).

(29)

A leveled n-tree with section T is said to be right decomposable according to the partition (n1 , . . . , nk ) if
there exist a leveled tree with section T0 ∈ sL[k] and leveled trees Ti ∈ L[ni ], with i ≤ k, such that T is of the
form γR (T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels (where γR is the operation (18)).
According to this notation, if T is not right decomposable, then γRc ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) is sent to the basepoint.
Otherwise, let us remark that there is an identification
[T ; {θv } ; {tj }] = [γR (T0 , {Ti }) ; {θv } ; {t̃j }]
due to the equivalence relation induced by the coend. In that case, we define:
^
n
o
γRc ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) B [Ti ; {θvi } ; {tji }]
∈ Bl [P , Q](M)(k) ∧
Bl (Q)(ni )
0≤i≤k
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1≤i≤k

where {θvi } and {tji } come from the parameters corresponding to the sub-tree Ti of γR (T0 , {Ti }).
Similarly, a leveled n-tree with section T is said to be left decomposable according to the partition (n1 , . . . , nk )
if there exist a leveled tree T0 ∈ L[k] and leveled trees with section Ti ∈ sL[ni ], with i ≤ k, such that T is of
the form γL (T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels (where γL is the operation
(19)). According to this notation, if T is not left decomposable, then γLc ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) is sent to the basepoint.
Otherwise, one has
^
n
o
∈ Bl (P )(k) ∧
Bl (P , M, Q)(ni )
γLc ([T ; {θv } ; {tj }]) = [Ti ; {θvi } ; {tji }]
0≤i≤k

1≤i≤k

where {θvi } and {tji } come from the restriction to the parameters corresponding to the sub-tree Ti of γL (T0 , {Ti }).
These operations do not depend on the choice of the decomposition of T up to permutations and contractions
of permutable levels thanks to the definition of the coend.

5.2

The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for bimodules

We split this subsection into two parts. First, we construct the Boardman–Vogt resolution for bimodules,
which is an isomorphic variant of the one in [Duc18b]. After that, we extend this construction in order to get
cofibrant resolutions for the Reedy model category of Λ-bimodules over a pair of 1-reduced Λ-operads.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for bimodules Let P and Q be two 1-reduced operads and let M
be a (P -Q)-bimodule in spectra. Adapting the notation introduced in Section 4.2, we consider the following
two functors:
^
^
^
M W : sL[n] −→ Spec,
(T , ι) 7−→
P (|v|) ∧
M(|v|) ∧
Q(|v|);
v∈Vd (T )

sHW : sL[n]op −→ sSets,

^

(T , ι) 7−→

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )

∆[1]+ .

0≤i,ι≤h(T )

By convention, in sHW (T ), the main section is indexed by tι = 0. On morphisms, the functor M W is
defined using the operadic structures of P and Q, the bimodule structure of M or the symmetric monoidal
structure of Spec. On permutation maps, the functor sHW consists in permuting the parameters indexing the
levels. On contraction maps, δ{i+1} : T → T /{i + 1}, with i ∈ {0, . . . , h(T ) − 1}, there are three cases to consider:
Case 1: If the levels i and i + 1 are permutable (in particular ι < {i, i + 1}), then one has :
sHW (δ{i+1} ) : sHW (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHW (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Case 2: If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i is above the main section, then one has:
sHW (δ{i+1} ) : sHW (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHW (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti , 0, ti+1 , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Case 3: If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i + 1 is below the main section, then one has:
sHW (δ{i+1} ) : sHW (T /{i + 1}) −→ sHW (T ),
(t0 , . . . , th(T )−1 ) 7−→ (t0 , . . . , ti−1 , 0, ti , . . . , th(T )−1 ).
Definition 5.2. Let M be a (P -Q)-bimodule. Its leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution is:
Z T ∈sL[n]
Wl M(n) B
M W (T ) ∧ sHW (T ).
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Figure 20: Illustration of equivalent points in Wl M(7).
Roughly speaking, a point [T , {θv }v∈V (T ) , {ti }0≤i≤h(T ) ] in Wl M is given by an leveled n-tree with section
T = (T , ι) whose vertices above (resp. below) the main section are indexed by points in the operads Q (resp.
P ) while the vertices on the main section are labelled by elements in M. The levels other than the main
section are indexed by elements in the simplicial set ∆[1]. Moreover, the equivalence relation, induced by the
coend, consists in contracting two consecutive levels i and i + 1 if we are in one of the following situations:
1. the two levels are permutable and they are indexed by the same parameter in the interval; 2. the two levels
are not permutable, below (resp. above) the main section, and the i-th (resp. (i + 1)-st) level is indexed by 0.
The sequence Wl M inherits a (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodule structure using the left and right operations γL and
γR on leveled trees (introduced in Section 3.2) and by indexing the new levels by 1. This structure is well
defined thanks to the definition of the coend. For instance, the left operation sends the family of elements

to the following point

Proposition 5.3. If P and Q are Σ-cofibrant and 1-reduced operads and M is Σ-cofibrant, then Wl M is a cofibrant
resolution of M in the projective model category of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules. In particular, the bimodule map
Wl M → M, sending the parameters indexing the levels to 0, is a weak equivalence of bimodules.
Proof. The map Wl M → M is a weak equivalence of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules. In fact, more precisely, it is
a retract of the map of symmetric sequences M → Wl M that sends a point x ∈ M to the (leveled) corolla
indexed by x. The homotopy consists in bringing the parameters indexing the levels to 0.
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In order to show that Wl M is a cofibrant bimodule, we introduce a filtration of Wl M according to the
number of leaves. First, let us note that an element of Wl M is said to be prime if the parameters indexing
the levels other than the main section are not equal to 1. Otherwise, it is said to be composite. Any element
can be decomposed into prime components. As illustrated in Figure 21, the prime components are obtained
by removing the edges and vertices above (resp. below) the sections indexed by 1 above (resp. below) the
main section.
We now define the filtration of Wl M by using the prime decomposition. A prime element is in the k-th
filtration level Wl Mk if it has at most k leaves. A composite element is in the k-filtration term if its prime
components are in Wl Mk . For instance, the point in Figure 21 is in the third filtration level. We see that by
construction, each Wl Mk is a (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodule and one has the following inverse tower of bimodules:
Wl M0 = ∅ −→ Wl M0 −→ · · · −→ Wl Mk −→ Wl Mk+1 −→ · · · −→ Wl M.

Figure 21: Illustration of a composite point and its prime components.
Let us show that each map Wl Mk → Wl Mk+1 (with k ≥ 0) is a cofibration of bimodules. We first remark
that Wl Mk (n) = Wl M(n) for n ≤ k. We now introduce the following two symmetric sequences concentrated
in arity k + 1:






Wl M(k + 1) if n = k + 1,
Wl Mk (k + 1) if n = k + 1,
Xk+1 (n) = 
and
∂X
(n)
=

k+1


 ∅
 ∅
otherwise,
otherwise.
According to this notation, the bimodule Wl Mk+1 can be obtained from Wl Mk as a pushout of (Wl P -Wl Q)bimodules:
FB (∂Xk+1 )
FB (Xk+1 )
Wl Mk

Wl Mk+1

where FB : ΣSeq>0 → ΣBimodWl P , Wl Q is the free bimodule functor. Consequently, the map Wl Mk → Wl Mk+1
is a cofibration of bimodules if the inclusion Wl Mk (k + 1) → Wl M(k + 1) is a Σk+1 -cofibration. To prove this
statement, we consider another filtration according to the number of levels:
Wl Mk (k + 1) C Y0 −→ Y1 −→ · · · −→ Yi −→ Yi+1 −→ · · · −→ Wl M(k + 1).
We build the spaces Yi by induction. As indicated, we start by setting Y0 B Wl Mk (k + 1). For any leveled
0
tree T , we denote by sHW
(T ) the set of elements in sHW (T ) that have at least one level over than the main
section indexed by 0 or 1. We also define the set sL[k + 1]i of leveled trees with section with height i + 1.
Finally, let [T ] is the isotopy class of T after forgetting the decoration of the leaves by the symmetric group
and Aut(T ) is the automorphism group of T . We then define Yi+1 from Yi by the following pushout diagram:




W
W
0
[T ]∈sL[k+1]i /∼ M W (T ) ∧ sHW (T ) ∧Aut(T ) Σk+1
[T ]∈sL[k+1]i /∼ M W (T ) ∧ sHW (T ) ∧Aut(T ) Σk+1
Yi

Yi+1
(30)
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The Aut(T )-module M W (T ) is Aut(T )-cofibrant because the operads P and Q as well as the bimodule M
0
are all Σ-cofibrant. Moreover, the map sHW
(T ) → sHW (T ) is an Aut(T )-cofibration. As a consequence of an
alternative version of the pushout product axiom [BM03], we can thus establish that the upper horizontal
map in (30) is a Σk+1 -cofibration. Consequently, Yi → Yi+1 is a Σk+1 -cofibrations. By induction, we thus find
that Wl Mk (k + 1) → Wl M(k + 1) is also a Σk+1 -cofibration, which ends the proof.
Remark 5.4. Contrary to the operadic case, we cannot compare directly the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution
introduced in this section with the usual resolution considered by the second author in [Duc18b]. Indeed, the
usual one is a resolution of (P -Q)-bimodules in the category of (P -Q)-bimodules where vertices are indexed
by glued-up simplices. By contrast, our construction takes a (P -Q)-bimodule and produces a resolution in
the category of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for Λ-bimodules Let P and Q be two 1-reduced Λ-operads in
spectra and let M be a (P -Q)-bimodule. In order to get a cofibrant resolution of M in the Reedy model
category of (WΛ P -WΛ Q)-bimodules, we make describe the Λ-structure on the construction introduced in
Section 5.2. As a symmetric sequence, we set
WΛ M(n) B Wl M>0 (n),
where M>0 is the bimodule obtained from M by forgetting the Λ-structure. The subscript Λ is to emphasize
that we work in the category of 1-reduced Λ-operads. By definition, WΛ M inherits left and right module
operations over WΛ P and WΛ Q, respectively, from Wl M.
The Λ-structure map h[i]∗ : WΛ P (n + 1) → WΛ P (n) (induced by the unique injective increasing map
h[i] : [n] → [n + 1] that misses i) is defined in the obvious way using the Λ-structure on the vertex connected
to the leaf labelled by i. If the new point so obtained has a level which consists of bivalent vertices, then we
remove it.

Figure 22: Illustrations of the Λ-structure associated to h[1], h[4] : [3] → [4] with h[1](i) = i + 1 and h[4](i) = i.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that P and Q are Σ-cofibrant and 1-reduced Λ-operads, and M is a Σ-cofibrant (P Q)-bimodule. Then WΛ M is a cofibrant resolution of M in the Reedy model category of (WΛ P -WΛ Q)-bimodules.
In particular, the map µ : WΛ M → M, sending the parameters indexing the levels to 0, is a weak equivalence of
bimodules.
Proof. The map 0 : ∗ → ∆1 is a weak equivalence. This implies that the operadic map µ is a weak equivalence
too. Moreover, we know from [DFT19] that a Λ-bimodule is Reedy cofibrant if and only if the corresponding
Σ-bimodule is cofibrant in the projective model category. The Σ-bimodule associated to the resolution WΛ M
is Wl M>0 which is cofibrant in the projective model category.

5.3

The cobimodule of indecomposable elements

In the previous section, we built a cofibrant resolution Wl M for any Σ-cofibrant bimodule M in spectra. In
what follows we show that the leveled two-sided bar construction of M can be expressed as the suspension
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of a cobimodule Indec(Wl M). Unfortunately, this identification cannot be extended to Λ-bimodules since
the two-sided leveled bar construction of a Λ-bimodule in spectra is not necessarily a Λ-cobimodule.
A point in Wl M is said to be indecomposable if the elements indexing the levels are different from
1 : ∗ → ∆[1]. The indecomposable bimodule Indec(Wl M) is obtained by modding out the decomposable
elements in Wl M. More precisely, let us introduce a slight variation of the functor H as follows:


˜ ]/ ∆
˜ 0 [T ] if n > 1,

∆[T
00
op
sHW : sL[n] −→ sSets,
(T , ι) 7−→ 
(31)


∗
if n = 1,
˜ ]=Q
˜
where ∆[T
1≤i,ι≤h(T ) ∆[1] and ∆0 [T ] is the simplicial subset consisting of faces where at least one of the
00
levels has value 1. By construction, sHW
(T ) is already a pointed simplicial set. Taking the functor M W (see
Section 5.2) that sends a tree to the “vertex-wise” smash product
Definition 5.6. The cooperad of indecomposable points is the coend:
Z T ∈sL[n]
00
Indec(Wl M)(n) B
M(T ) ∧ sHW
(T ).
The sequence Indec(Wl M) = {Indec(Wl M)(n)} has a (Indec(Wl P )-Indec(Wl Q))-cobimodule structure
given by coaction maps:
γRc : Indec(Wl M)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Indec(Wl M)(k) ∧ Indec(Wl Q)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Indec(Wl Q)(nk );
γLc : Indec(Wl M)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Indec(Wl P )(k) ∧ Indec(Wl M)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Indec(Wl M)(nk ).
The right structure sends an element [T ; {xv } ; {ti }] to the base point if T , up to permutations of permutable
levels and contractions of permutable levels, is not of the form γR (T0 ; {Ti }) with T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ sL[ni ],
with i ≤ k. Otherwise, the element is sent to the family
^
n
o
[T0 ; {xv0 } ; {tj0 }] ; [Ti ; {xvi } ; {tji }]
∈ Indec(Wl M)(k) ∧
Indec(Wl Q)(ni ),
1≤i≤k

1≤i≤k

where the parameters indexing the vertices and the levels of the leveled trees with section T0 and the leveled
trees Ti are induced by the parameters indexing the leveled tree with section T . The left structure is defined
in the same way. Let us remark that this structure is similar to the cobimodule structure introduced on the
leveled two-sided bar construction introduced in Section 5.1. Indeed, one has the following connection
between the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution and the leveled two-sided bar construction:
Proposition 5.7. The leveled two-sided bar construction of the bimodule M is isomorphic to the suspension of the
indecomposable cobimodule:
Bl [P , Q](M)  Σ Indec(Wl M).
Proof. Taking the indecomposables of Wl M identifies to the base point all points whose underlying tree
has a level of length 1. The suspension coordinate gives us a length for the ι-th level in the bar construction. To complete the proof, we recall quickly the cobimodule structure on Σ Indec(Wl O)). We denote by
[T ; {θv } ; {tj } ; x] a point in Σ Indec(Wl O)) where x is the suspension coordinate. The right module operation
is defined as follows:
Σ Indec(Wl M))(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Σ Indec(Wl M))(k) ∧ Σ Indec(Wl Q))(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Σ Indec(Wl Q))(nk ),


h
i
{ [Ti ; {θvi } ; {tji } ; xi ] }0≤i≤k if T ∼ γR (T0 , {Ti }) is right decomposable,

T ; {θv } ; {tj } ; x 7−→ 


∗
otherwise,
where x0 = x and xi , with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is the element indexing the level in γR (T0 , {Ti }) corresponding to the
root of Ti . The left module structure is defined similarly. The reader can easily check that the structure so
obtained is well defined and compatible with the isomorphism.
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5.4

The Boardman–Vogt resolution and the two-sided cobar-bar construction

Similarly to Section 4.4, we adapt the definition of the two-sided cobar construction for cobimodules in
spectra but using the notion of leveled trees instead of planar trees. Then we extend it to cobimodules.
Afterwards, we prove that the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution of a bimodule (or Λ-bimodule) M in
spectra is weakly equivalent to its leveled two-sided cobar-bar construction. Unfortunately, we cannot
extend this result to Λ-bimodules since the two-sided leveled cobar-bar construction for spectra does not
inherit a Λ-structure.
The leveled two-sided cobar construction for cobimodules in spectra From [Chi05], we recall that the
simplicial indexing category ∆ has an automorphism R that sends a total ordered set to the same set with
the opposite order. For a simplicial set X, the reverse of X, denoted by X rev , is the simplicial set X ◦ R. Let P
and Q be two 1-reduced cooperads in spectra. From a (P -Q)-cobimodule M, we introduce the functor
^
^
^
Q(|v|),
M Ω : sL[n]op −→ Spec,
T 7−→
P (|v|) ∧
M(|v|) ∧
v∈Vd (T )

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )

defined on morphisms using the cobimodule structure of M.
Definition 5.8. The leveled two-sided cobar construction associated to a cobimodule M in spectra is the end
Z


00
Ωl [P , Q](M)(n) B
Map sHW
(T )rev , M Ω (T ) ,
(32)
T ∈sL[n]

00
where sHW
is the functor given by the formula (31). Concretely, a point in Ωl [P , Q](M)(n) is a family of
00
maps Φ = {ΦT : sHW
(T ) → MΩ (T )}T ∈sL[n] satisfying the following relations: for each permutation σ and
each contraction morphism δN , one has the commutative diagrams
00
sHW
(T · σ )

H 00 (σ )

ΦT ·σ

M Ω (T · σ )

00
sHW
(T )

00
sHW
(δN (T ))
ΦδN (T )

ΦT
M Ω (σ )

00 (δ )
HW
N

M Ω (T )

M Ω (δN (T ))

00
sHW
(T )
ΦT

M Ω (δN )

(33)

M Ω (T )

The sequence Ωl [P , Q](M) = {Ωl [P , Q](M)(n)} forms a (Ωl P -Ωl Q)-bimodule whose structure maps:
γL : Ωl P (k) ∧ Ωl [P , Q](M)(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Ωl [P , Q](M)(nk ) −→ Ωl [P , Q](M)(n1 + · · · + nk ),
n
o
{Φ0 ; {Φi }} 7−→ γL (Φ0 ; {Φi }) = γL (Φ0 ; {Φi })T ;
γR : Ωl [P , Q](M)(k) ∧ Ωl Q(n1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ Ωl Q(nk ) −→ Ωl [P , Q](M)(n1 + · · · + nk ),
n
o
{Φ0 ; {Φi }} 7−→ γR (Φ0 ; {Φi }) = γR (Φ0 ; {Φi })T ,
are defined as follows. If, up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels, the leveled tree
with section T is not of the form γL (T0 ; {Ti }), with T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ sL[ni ], then γL (Φ0 ; {Φi })T sends any
decoration of the levels to the basepoint. Otherwise, one has the composite map
^
^
00
00
00
γL (Φ0 ; {Φi })T : sHW
(T ) −→ sHW
(γL (T0 ; {Ti }))  HW (T0 ) ∧
sHW
(Ti ) −→ P Ω (T0 ) ∧
M Ω (Ti )  M Ω (T ).
1≤i≤k

1≤i≤k

Similarly, if, up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels, the leveled tree with section T is not
of the form γR (T0 ; {Ti }), with T0 ∈ sL[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ], then γR (Φ0 ; {Φi })T sends any decoration of the levels
to the basepoint. Otherwise, one has the composite map
^
^
00
00
00
γR (Φ0 ; {Φi })T : sHW
(T ) −→ sHW
(γL (T0 ; {Ti }))  sHW
(T0 ) ∧
HW (Ti ) −→ M Ω (T0 ) ∧
QΩ (Ti )  M Ω (T ).
1≤i≤k
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1≤i≤k

Connection between Boardman–Vogt resolutions and two-sided cobar-bar constructions Let P and
Q be two 1-reduced operads in spectra and M be a (P -Q)-bimodule. In Section 5.2, we built a cofibrant
resolution of M using the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M. In Section 5.1, we introduced a leveled
version of the bar construction, denoted Bl [P , Q](M). Using our definition of the leveled two-sided cobar
construction in the previous section, we wish to build a map from the Boardman–Vogt resolution and
the bar-cobar construction. If there is no ambiguity about the operads
 P and Q, by
 notation Ωl Bl (M)
we understand the leveled two-sided cobar-bar resolution Ωl [Bl P , Bl Q] Bl [P , Q](M) . Using the maps of
operads Wl P → Ωl Bl (P ) and Wl Q → Ωl Bl (Q), we want to show that this maps induces a weak equivalence
of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules:
Proposition 5.9. The morphism defined in (34) is a natural weak equivalence of (Wl P -Wl Q)-bimodules
∼

Γ : Wl M −−→ Ωl Bl (M).
Recall
that a point in the leveled two-sided
cobar-bar construction is the data of a family of maps
n
o
00
Φ = ΦT : sHW
(T ) → Bl (M)(T ), T ∈ sL[n] satisfying the relations (33). A point in Bl (M)(T ) is a family of
elements such that the vertices on the main section of T (resp. below and above the main section of T ) are
indexed by points in Bl (M) (resp. by points in Bl (P ) and Bl (Q)).
Notation 5.10. Let T1 and T2 be two leveled n-trees with section. We say that T1 ≥ T2 if, up to permutations
and contractions of permutable levels, T2 can be obtained from T1 by contracting levels. In that case, we fix
the following notation:
I Each vertex v ∈ V (T2 ) corresponds to a sub-leveled tree T1 [v] of the leveled tree T1 in such a way that
T1 is obtained (up to permutations and contractions of permutable levels) by grafting all the trees
T1 [v] together. The sub-trees corresponding to vertices on the main section of T2 are also leveled trees
with section while the sub-trees corresponding to vertices above or below the main section are just
leveled trees. For instance, from the two leveled trees T1 ≥ T2

the sub-leveled trees associated to the vertices y1 , . . . , y4 are the following ones:

I For any vertex v ∈ V (T2 ), we denote by orv : V (T1 [v]) → V (T1 ) the map assigning to a vertex in
T1 [v] the corresponding vertex in T1 . Similarly, let olv : {0, . . . , h(T1 [v])} → {0, . . . , h(T1 )} be the map
assigning to a level of T1 [v] the corresponding level of T1 . For instance, in the above example, one has
oly2 (1) = 3 = oly4 (2) and oly4 (1) = 2.
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The map between the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution and the leveled two-sided cobar-bar construction
Γn : Wl M(n) −→ Ωl Bl (M)(n),
n
o
x = [T1 ; {θv } ; {tl }] 7−→ Φx = Φx;T2 , T2 ∈ sL[n] ,

(34)

is defined as follows. If T1  T2 , then Φx;T2 is the basepoint in Bl (M)(T2 ). Otherwise, one has:
Φx;T2 : H 00 (T ) −→ Bl (M)(T2 ),
n
o
{t̃i }0≤i≤h(T2 7−→ [T1 [v]; {θy [v]}; {tj [v]}]

v∈V (T2 )

,

where

θy [v] = θorv (y)

and



tolv (j)




1 − tol
tj [v] = 

 v (j)



max 0 ; tol (j) − t̃lev(v)
v

if j > 0,
if j = 0 and v is on the main section of T2 ,
if j = 0 and v is not on the main section of T2 .

Remark 5.11. We cannot extend these results to Λ-bimodules, see Remark 4.17. However, in the dual case,
the Λ-structure exists and is compatible with our constructions (see Theorem 7.17).

6

Fibrant resolutions for Hopf Λ-cooperads

For any 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad C, we build a 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad Wl C together with a quasiisomorphism η : C → Wl C such that Wl C is fibrant. Contrary to [FTW17], our construction uses leveled
trees. We show that the cooperad Wl C so obtained is (as a dg-cooperad) the leveled bar construction of an
augmented dg-operad. Inspired by the methods introduced in [Liv12; Chi05], we show that our fibrant
replacement Wl C is quasi-isomorphic to the fibrant replacement introduced in [FTW17].

6.1

The leveled bar construction for 1-reduced cooperads

We recall from Section 3.1.2 that Lcore [n] is the category of leveled trees whose morphisms are generated by
isomorphisms of leveled trees, contraction morphisms of permutable levels and permutation morphisms of
of permutable levels. Let us define a functor
Fl c : dgΣSeqc>1 −→ ΣCooperad.
From such a 1-reduced symmetric cosequence X, we construct the following two functors:
X F : Lcore [n]op −→ Ch,
O
T 7−→
X(|v|);

E1 : Lcore [n] −→ Ch,
T 7−→ K.

v∈V (T )

Definition 6.1. The leveled cofree cooperad functor Fl c is defined as the end:
Z
c
Fl (X)(n) B
X F (T ) ⊗ E1 (T ).
T ∈Lcore [n]

Concretely, an element in Fl c (X)(n) is a map Φ which maps leveled trees T to elements Φ(T ) ∈ X(T )
satisfying the relations: (1) for each permutation σ of permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T ); (2) for
each morphism δi : T → T /{i} contracting two permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(T /{i}).
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The cooperadic structure is given by
γ 00 : Fl c (X)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Fl c (X)(k) ⊗ Fl c (X)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl c (X)(nk ),
o
n
b 0 , {Ti }1≤i≤k ) = Φ(γ(T0 , {Ti })) ,
b B Φ(T
Φ 7−→ Φ
where γ is the operation (17). This formula is well defined: a point Φ ∈ Fl c (X) is equivariant up to
permutations of permutable levels and contractions of permutable levels.
Definition 6.2 (The usual cofree cooperadic functor). We denote the construction of the usual cofree
≥2 [n], introduced in Section 3.1.1, of planar trees having n
cooperad functor by F c . We use the category Tcore
leaves and without univalent or bivalent vertices. In that case morphisms consist of isomorphisms of planar
trees. For any 1-reduced symmetric cosequence X, we set
O
≥2
[n]op −→ Ch, T 7−→
X u : Tcore
X(|v|).
v∈V (T )

Then the cofree cooperad functor is defined as the end
Z
c
F (X)(n) =
X u (T ) ⊗ E1 (T ).
≥2
T ∈Tcore
[n]

≥2 [n] to elements Φ(T ) ∈ X(T ) satisfying
An element in F c (X)(n) is a map Φ which maps planar trees T ∈ Tcore
the relation: for each isomorphism of planar trees σ , one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T ). The operadic structure is
≥2 :
obtained using the operadic composition γ of the operad Tcore

γ 00 : F c (X)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ F c (X)(k) ⊗ F c (X)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ F c (X)(nk ),
n
o
b B Φ(T
b 0 , {Ti }1≤i≤k ) = Φ(γ(T0 , {Ti })) .
Φ 7−→ Φ
Proposition 6.3. The functor Fl c is isomorphic to the usual cofree cooperad functor F c . In particular, Fl c is the
right adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of 1-reduced dg-cooperads to 1-reduced Σ-cosequences of
cochain complexes.
≥2 [n] and leveled trees L
Proof. By using the comparison morphisms α and β between planar trees Tcore
core [n],
introduced in Section 3.1.4, we are now able to give an explicit isomorphism between the leveled and usual
versions of the cofree cooperad functors:

Ln : F c (X)(n)  Fl c (X)(n) : Rn .
Let Φ be an element in F c (X)(n) and T be an leveled n-tree. Then Ln (Φ) evaluated at T is given by
≥2 [n]. Then
Φ ◦ α(T ). Conversely, let Φ 0 be an element in Fl c (X)(n) and T 0 be a rooted planar tree in Tcore
0
0
0
0
Rn (Φ ) evaluated at T is given by Φ ◦ β(T ). The map Rn does not depend on the fixed point Tl ∈ α −1 (T )
since the decoration Φ 0 (Tl ) does not depend on Tl (up to contractions of permutable levels and permutations
of permutable levels). Therefore the maps Ln and Rn are well defined and provide isomorphisms preserving
the cooperadic structures.
Corollary 6.4. Let X be a 1-reduced symmetric cosequence and n an integer. There is an isomorphism of cochain
complexes compatible with the symmetric group coaction:
Y
Fl c (X)(n) 
X u (T ).
≥2
[T ]∈Tcore
[n]/

where the product is over the isomorphism classes of planar trees.
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Proof. We use that the functor E1 is constant. The category Lcore [n] has two kinds of morphisms: those
that keep the height constant are isomorphisms (i.e. isomorphisms of planar trees and permutations of
permutable levels), and those that strictly decrease the height (i.e. contractions of permutable levels).
Elements of the end defining Fcl (X) can thus be expressed using only trees of minimal height, and values
only depend on the isomorphism class of such trees.
Moreover, the symmetric cosequence X is 1-reduced, so X F is constant on permutations of permutable
levels and contractions of permutable levels and is given by X F (T ) = X u (α(T )). The argument in Section 3.2
then show that two trees in L≥2
core [n] are connected by morphisms if and only if they define the same
≥2 [n]. Therefore, the product above is a product over isomorphism classes T ≥2 [n].
isomorphism class in Tcore
core
Definition 6.5. The leveled bar construction of a 1-reduced dg-operad O is given by


Bl (O) B Fl c (ΣU (O)), dint + dext ,
where U (O) is the sequence underlying the augmentation ideal of O. For Φ ∈ Bl (O) and T ∈ Lcore [n] we set:
X
deg0 (Φ, T ) =
(deg(θv ) + 1).
v∈V≥2 (T )

An element Φ ∈ Bl (O) is then said to be of degree d if deg0 (Φ, T ) = d for all trees T .
The cooperadic structure and the Hopf structure are inherited from the cofree cooperad functor Fl c (U (O)).
The differential is the sum of two terms:
I The differential dint is the internal differential of the cochain complex U (O).
I The differential dext roughly speaking consists in contracting two consecutive levels. More precisely,
for Φ ∈ Bl O and T ∈ Lcore [n], consider the set of trees
(
)
T = T 0 /{i} and there is a unique edge between
0
DT B (T , i) ∈ Lcore [n] × N
.
levels i − 1 and i that joins two non-bivalent vertices
(Note that levels i − 1Pand i cannot be permutable in the previous definition.) Then the element
(dext Φ)(T ) is the sum (T 0 ,i)∈DT ±γi Φ(T 0 ), where γi uses the operadic structure of O to contract the
levels i and i + 1. See Figure 23 for an example.

Figure 23: External differential in Bl O.
Proposition 6.6. The leveled bar construction Bl O of a 1-reduced dg-operad is a well defined 1-reduced dgcooperad.
Proof. Let us check that dint + dext is a well-defined coderivation that squares to zero. It is clear that dint is
well-defined and that it is a coderivation that squares to zero.
We have to check that if T1 and T2 define the same planar trees, then dext Φ(T1 ) = dext Φ(T2 ) in the
quotient defining Bl O. In fact, we can see dext is the unique coderivation induced by the following map
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α : Fl c (ΣU (O)) → U (O) and is therefore well-defined. Let cn be the corolla with n leaves, then Dcn is the
set of trees T ∈ L[n] with exactly two levels and exactly one vertex with ≥ 2 incoming edges on the second
level. The element α(Φ) ∈ O(n) is the sum over all T ∈ Dcn of the map of the operad structure maps to
Φ(T ) ∈ O(k) ⊗ O(l).
We moreover have that dext dint + dint dext = 0 because the operad structure of O is compatible with the
2
differential. Let us finally check that dext
= 0. Since dext is a coderivation, it is enough to check this when
2
corestricted to cogenerators. We thus have to check that dext
Φ(T ) = 0 for all trees T with three levels. Just
like in the case of the standard bar construction, this follows from the associativity of the operad structure
of O and the signs in the differential.
Definition 6.7 (The usual bar construction for dg-operads). The usual bar construction B(O) is defined as
the cofree cooperad generated by the augmentation ideal of O (analogously to Definition 6.5):


B(O) = F c (ΣU (O)), dint + dext .
≥2 is the degree of the decorations plus the
The degree of an element evaluated to a planar tree T ∈ Tcore
number of vertices. The differential is composed of the internal differential coming from the differential
graded algebra U (O) and an external differential which is dual to edge contraction and uses the operadic
structure of O (compare with the description of dext above).

Proposition 6.8. Let O be a 1-reduced dg-operad. The leveled bar construction is isomorphic to the usual one:
Bl (O)  B(O).
Proof. There is an isomorphism of graded cooperads between Bl (O) and B(O) thanks to Proposition 6.3. We
just need to check that it is compatible with the differential. Recall that the isomorphism L : F c (ΣU (O)) →
≥2 is the functor that forgets levels and
Fl c (ΣU (O)) is defined by Φ 7→ Φ ◦ αcore , where αcore : Lcore → Tcore
bivalent vertices. The operad O is 1-reduced, therefore U (O)(1) = 0. For some Φ ∈ F c (ΣU (O)), we then see
that all the terms in (d ◦ L)(Φ)(T ) correspond exactly to the terms in (L ◦ d)(Φ)(T ), as the vertices and edges
of T are in bijection with those of αcore (T ).

6.2

The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution

This section is split into three parts. First, we introduce a leveled version of the Boardman–Vogt resolution
for 1-reduced cooperads in chain complexes and we compare this alternative construction to the usual
Boardman–Vogt resolution introduced by Fresse–Turchin–Willwacher in [FTW17]. The two last parts
are devoted to extending this construction to 1-reduced Λ-cooperads and 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads,
respectively.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced Hopf cooperads Let C be a 1-reduced Hopf
cooperad. In what follows, we introduce a Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl C of C producing a fibrant resolution
in the projective model category of 1-reduced Hopf cooperads. We describe its cooperadic structure and we
prove that there is a natural weak equivalence of cooperads η : C → Wl C. First, we consider the following
two functors:
O
C W : L[n]op −→ CDGA, T 7−→
C(|v|);
(35)
v∈V (T )

EW : L[n] −→ CDGA,

T 7−→

O

K[t, dt].

(36)

1≤i≤h(T )

The functor C W consists in indexing the vertices of leveled trees by elements in the cooperad C while the
functor EW associates to each level bigger than 1 a polynomial differential form in K[t, dt]. If 1 ≤ i, i +1 ≤ h(T )
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are permutable levels, then the corresponding permutation σi induces operations C W (σi ) and EW (σi ) which
are defined using the symmetric monoidal structure of CDGA. For i ∈ {0, . . . , h(T ) − 1}, the morphism
δ{i+1} : T → T /{i + 1} induces an operation C W (δ{i+1} ) which is defined using the cooperadic structure and the
symmetric monoidal structure. However, in order to define EW (δ{i+1} ), there are two cases to consider:
1. If the levels i and i + 1
are permutable, then the map is obtained by taking the product of the differential polynomial forms
indexing the corresponding levels.
2. If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable, then the map consists in evaluating to 0 the polynomial
differential forms indexing the (i + 1)-st
level.
Definition 6.9. The Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced Hopf cooperad is the end:
Z
Wl C(n) B
C W (T ) ⊗ EW (T ).
T ∈L[n]

In other words, an element in Wl C(n) is a map Φ which associates to each leveled tree T an element
Φ(T ) ∈ C W (T ) ⊗ EW (T ) satisfying the following relations: (1) for each permutation σ of permutable levels,
one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T ); (2) for each morphism δN : T → T /N , one has the following identification in the
commutative differential graded algebra C W (T ) ⊗ EW (T /N ):




(37)
id ⊗EW (δN ) ◦ Φ(T ) = C W (δN ) ⊗ id ◦ Φ(T /N ).
We recall that γ is the operation on leveled trees given by the formula (17). The cooperadic structure
γ c : Wl C(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Wl C(k) ⊗ Wl C(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Wl C(nk ),

(38)

sends Φ ∈ Wl C(n) to the map γ c (Φ) which associates to each family of leveled trees T0 ∈ L[k] and Ti ∈ L[ni ],
with i ≤ k, the decoration




γ c (Φ)(T0 ; {Ti }) = id ⊗ evT0 ;{Ti } ◦ Φ γ(T0 ; {Ti }) ,
where the morphism
evT0 ;{Ti } : EW (γ(T0 ; {Ti })) → EW (T0 ) ⊗

O

E(Ti )

(39)

1≤i≤k

evaluates to 1 the polynomials associated to the levels of γ(T0 ; {Ti }) corresponding to the 0-th levels of the
leveled trees Ti with 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proposition 6.10. The family Wl C = {Wl C(n)}n>0 gives rise to a 1-reduced Hopf cooperad.
Proof. We have to check that the following diagram commutes
P
Wl C( i,j mi,j )

P
Wl C( i ni ) ⊗

N

Wl C(mi,j )

i≤k, j≤nj

Wl C(k) ⊗

N

P
Wl C( j mi,j )

Wl C(k) ⊗

1≤i≤k

N
1≤i≤k

Wl C(ni ) ⊗

N

Wl C(mi,j )



1≤j≤ni

Let T0 ∈ L[k], Ti ∈ L[ni ] and Ti,j ∈ L[mi,j ]. As explained in Section 3.2, the operation γ is not strictly
associative on leveled trees. However, we can easily check that the two total compositions (we refer the
reader to the formula (17))
 n
o


γ T0 ; γ(Ti ; {Ti,j })
and
γ γ(T0 ; {Ti }); {Ti,j }
i
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coincide
up to permutations of permutable levels. So, it is not strictly associative at the level of the category
P
L[ i,j mi,j ] but it is at the level of the resolution Wl C since Φ is equivariant along permutations of permutable
levels.
Moreover, there is a morphism of 1-reduced Hopf cooperads η : C → Wl C mapping an element x ∈ C(n)
to the map Φx which when evaluated at a leveled tree T ∈ L[n] consists in using the cooperadic structure
with shape αT ∈ T ≥2 [n], denoted by γαT (x), and indexing all levels by the constant polynomial form 1. The
map so defined preserves the cooperadic structures and gives rise to a resolution of C as proved in the next
statement.
Theorem 6.11. The morphism of 1-reduced Hopf cooperads η : C → Wl C is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is similar to [FTW17, Proposition 5.2]. We use the splitting of non-unital CDGAs K[t, dt] =
K1 ⊕ K[t, dt]0 where K[t, dt]0 ⊂ K[t, dt] is the acyclic ideal formed by the polynomial differential forms that
vanish at t = 0. We consider a variation of the functor EW given by:
0
EW
: L[n] −→ Ch,
O
T 7−→
K[t, dt]0 .
1≤i≤h(T )

Let us remark that, if a k-th level of a leveled tree T is indexed by 1 ∈ K[t, dt], then the decoration Φ(T ) is
uniquely determined from Φ(T /{k}) using the relation (37). Consequently, as chain complexes, there is a
quasi-isomorphism:
Y
0
Wl C(n) '
C W (T ) ⊗ EW
(T ),
[T ]∈π0 βT ≥2 [n]

where βT ≥2 [n] is the essential image of β, i.e. the subcategory of L[n] which consists of leveled trees
having exactly one non-bivalent vertex in each level. The above product is over classes of leveled trees
up to isomorphisms of planar trees and permutations of permutable levels. Notice that, thanks to the
identity (37), a point in Boardman–Vogt resolution in determined by its values on the leveled trees in
βT ≥2 [n]. Furthermore, if we disregard the term on the right-hand side in which T is not the n-corolla cn , we
obtain a contractible complex. So, the product is quasi-isomorphic to C W (cn ) = C(n) and the canonical map
η : C → Wl C is given by the identity on this factor.
Remark 6.12. We can easily check that the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution so obtained is isomorphic to
the usual Boardman–Vogt resolution introduced in [FTW17]. The arguments are the same used in the proof
of Proposition 6.8. This gives an alternative proof of the previous theorem.
For the moment, we do not know that the Boardman–Vogt construction gives rise to a fibrant resolution.
It will be proved in Section 6.3 where this construction is identified with the free operad generated by an
explicit cooperad.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads Let C be a 1-reduced Hopf
Λ-cooperad. In order to get a fibrant resolution of C in the Reedy model category ΛCooperad, we extend the
construction introduced in the previous paragraph to deal with Λ-structure. As a symmetric cosequence, we
set
WΛ C(n) B Wl C>0 (n), for all n > 0,
where C>0 is the underlying 1-reduced Hopf cooperad of C. The subscript Λ is to emphasize that we work in
the category of 1-reduced Λ-cooperads. By definition, WΛ C inherits cooperadic operations for k, n1 , . . . , nk > 0:
γ c : WΛ C(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ WΛ C(k) ⊗ WΛ C(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ WΛ C(nk ).
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It suffices to define the Λ-costructure on the construction WΛ C: For simplicity, we only build the
costructure associated to the order preserving map h[i] : [n] → [n + 1] skipping the i-th term (i.e. h[i](j) = j if
j < i and h[i](j) = j + 1 if j ≥ i). We need a map of the form
h[i]∗ : WΛ C(n) −→ WΛ C(n + 1)
n
o
Φ 7−→ h[i]∗ (Φ) B h[i] ◦ Φ(T ), T ∈ L[n + 1] .

(40)

Let T be a leveled (n + 1)-tree. In what follows, we denote by v the first non-bivalent vertex composing the
path from the i-th leaf to the root. In order to define h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) ∈ C W (T ) ⊗ EW (T ), there are different cases to
consider:
Case 1: If v has at least three incoming edges, then we consider the leveled n-tree T 0 defined from T by
removing the branch leading to the i-th leaf. In that case, h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) is given by
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = (h[i]|v )∗ ◦ Φ(T 0 ),
where the map (h[i]|v )∗ : C(|v| − 1) → C(|v|) is obtained using the Λ-costructure of C applied to the
restriction map h[i]|v : [| in(v)| − 1] → [| in(v)|] to the incoming edges of T . For instance, in the next
picture, the corresponding map h[7]|v : [3] → [4] is given by h[7]|v (j) = j.

Case 2: If v has only two incoming edges, then we denote by ei the incoming edge coming from the i-th leaf.
We consider T 0 obtained from T by removing the edge ei .
Case 2.1: If the level h(v) of T 0 has at least one non-bivalent vertex, then T 0 is a leveled tree and one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = bv ⊗ Φ(T 0 ),
where bv is the image of 1 by the map K → C(2) induced by the Λ-costructure of C. Roughly
speaking, it consists in indexing v by the element bv and keeping the decoration of the other vertices
and the levels induced by Φ(T 0 ).

Case 2.2: If h(v) = 0 in T and the level consists of a single trivalent vertex v, then we consider the leveled tree
T 00 obtained from T 0 by removing the zeroth level. In that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = 1 ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ).
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Roughly speaking, it consists in indexing v (which is the root in that case) by the element bv ,
labelling the level 1 by 1 ∈ K[t, dt] and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the other
levels induced by Φ(T 00 ).

Case 2.3: If v is a trivalent vertex of T at maximal height h(v) = h(T ) and all other vertices at level h(T ) are
bivalent, then we consider the leveled tree T 00 obtained from T 0 by removing the section h(v). In
that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = 1 ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ).
Roughly speaking, it consists in indexing v by the element bv , labelling the top level by 1 ∈ K[t, dt]
and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the other levels induced by Φ(T 00 ).

Case 2.4: If v is the unique non-bivalent vertex at the level h(v) < {0, h(T )}, then we consider the leveled tree
T 00 obtained from T 0 by removing the section h(v). In that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = m∗h(v) ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ),
where m∗ is the coassociative coproduct introduced in Section 2.3 and m∗h(v) is the coproduct applied
to the polynomial form associated to the h(v)-th level of the leveled tree T 00 .

In short, we have the following result:
Proposition 6.13. The Λ-costructure (40) makes the 1-reduced Hopf cooperad WΛ C into a 1-reduced Hopf
Λ-cooperad. Furthermore, the morphism η : C → WΛ C introduced in Theorem 6.11 is a quasi-isomorphism of
1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads.
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Proof. We simply need to check that the Λ-costructure is compatible with the Hopf cooperad structure
and the morphism η (compare with the proof of [FTW17, Proposition 5.11], where the different cases are
completely analogous to ours). Notice that the cooperadic structure of Wl C is defined using the evaluation at
t = 1, which is compatible with the coassociative coproduct m∗ as defined in Section 2.3.
The compatibility with η follows from m∗ (1) = 1 ⊗ 1.
Simplicial frame Let us now introduce a simplicial frame (see [Fre17b, Section 3.2]) of WΛ C. If X ∈ C is an
•
object of some model category, then a simplicial frame of X is a simplicial object X ∆ ∈ sC such that
0

1. the zeroth object is X, i.e. X ∆ = X;
0

d

2. the iterated degeneracy X ∆ → X ∆ is a weak equivalence for all d ≥ 0;
Q
d
0
d
3. the product of the vertex maps X ∆ → dk=0 X ∆ = X sk0 (∆ ) is a Reedy fibration in sC.
•

Remark 6.14. Despite the notation, X ∆ is not always obtained as the cotensoring of X by ∆• .
Our simplicial frame is inspired by the one in [FTW17, Section 5.3], and we will generalize it to Hopf
Λ-cobimodules in Section 7. We consider an extension of the functor EW from Equation (36). Recall that for
d ≥ 0, the CDGA Ω∗PL (∆d ) of polynomial forms on ∆d is
Ω∗PL (∆d ) = K[t0 , . . . , td , dt0 , . . . , dtd ]/(t0 + · · · + td = 1, dt0 + · · · + dtd = 0).
(In particular Ω∗PL (∆1 ) is isomorphic to K[t, dt].) For n > 0 (the arity) and d ≥ 0 (the simplicial degree), we
define:
O
O
∆d
EW
: L[n] → CDGA, T 7→
K[t, dt] ⊗
Ω∗PL (∆d ).
1≤i≤h(T )

0≤j≤h(T )

Informally, each step between two levels will be decorated by a polynomial from K[t, dt], and each level
∆d
will be decorated by a polynomial form on ∆d . Let us now describe the functor EW
. Isomorphisms of trees
act in the obvious way. Contractions of consecutive levels act as in Section 6.2 on the K[t, dt] factors, and
multiply the corresponding forms on ∆d together. Finally, permutations of permutable levels act as before
on K[t, dt] and swap the corresponding Ω∗PL (∆d ) factors.
∆•
It is clear that EW
inherits a simplicial structure from the one of Ω∗PL (∆• ). The simplicial frame is then:
Z
•
∆•
WΛ∆ C(n) B
C W (T ) ⊗ EW
(T ).
T ∈L[n]

∆•

Proposition 6.15. The simplicial object WΛ C defines a simplicial frame of WΛ C.
d

Proof. The cooperad structure on each WΛ∆ C only involves the decorations between the levels and is identical
to Equation (38); on the decorations between the levels (i.e. the PL forms on ∆d ) we simply use the identity.
The Λ-costructure is also similar to Equation (40), and we just take the decoration 1 ∈ Ω∗PL (∆d ) for the
decorations between the new levels. It is then straightforward to adapt the previous proofs to show that
d
WΛ∆ C is a 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad.
0

Let us now check that it is a simplicial frame for WΛ C. Since Ω∗PL (∆0 ) = K, we clearly have WΛ∆ C = WΛ C.
d

To check that the iterated degeneracies WΛ C → WΛ∆ C are quasi-isomorphisms, we can define an explicit
d

homotopy (inspired by the contracting homotopy for Ω∗PL (∆d ) ' K) to contract WΛ∆ C onto WΛ C (compare
with [FTW17, Lemma 5.9]).
d

sk ∆d

By definition, checking that WΛ∆ C → WΛ 0

d
WΛ∆ C

→

d
WΛ∂∆ C

C is a Reedy fibration is equivalent to checking that
d

d

is a fibration (where the matching object WΛ∂∆ C is defined like WΛ∆ C except that we
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d

d

∆
replace ∆d by its boundary in EW
). We can adapt the proofs of the next subsection to show that both WΛ∆ C
∂∆d

and WΛ C are cofree as graded cooperads, generated by primitive elements. Since the restriction map
d

d

Ω∗PL (∆d ) → Ω∗PL (∂∆d ) is surjective, the map WΛ∆ C → WΛ∂∆ C is surjective on cogenerators, therefore it is a
fibration in Fresse’s model structure.

6.3

The operad of primitive elements

Let C be a 1-reduced Hopf cooperad. A point in Wl C is said to be primitive if its image through the cooperadic
operations is 0. By definition of the cooperadic structure on Wl C, an element Φ ∈ Wl C(n) is primitive if and
only if for each leveled n-tree T and each level i ∈ {1, . . . , h(T )}, the evaluation of the polynomial differential
form pi (t, dt) to 1 is 0. Hence, the decoration that Φ assigns to a leveled tree must be so that the level
decorations belong to the subspace K[t, dt]1 ⊂ K[t, dt] of polynomial differential forms that vanish at the
endpoint t = 1. For this reason, we introduce the functor
00
EW
: L[n] −→ Ch,
O
T 7−→
K[t, dt]1 .
1≤i≤h(T )

As we will see in Proposition 6.18, the sequence of primitive elements of Wl C forms an operad.
Definition 6.16. The subspace of primitive elements associated to the 1-reduced cooperad C, denoted by
Prim(Wl C), is the end
Z
Prim(Wl C)(n) B

T ∈L[n]

00
C W (T ) ⊗ EW
(T ).

The proof of the following lemma is similar to [FTW17, Lemma 5.3].
Lemma 6.17. As a graded cooperad, Wl C is the cofree cooperad generated by Prim(Wl C) = {Prim(Wl C)(n)}. In
particular, Wl C and WΛ C are fibrant in the model structure of Theorem 2.7.
Proof. Explicitly, we show that Wl C is isomorphic to Fl c (Prim(Wl C)) where Fl c is the leveled cofree cooperad
functor using leveled trees introduced in the Section 6.1. An element in the cofree cooperadic object is a
map ω mapping a leveled tree to a decoration of the vertices by elements in Prim(Wl C):
O
ω(T ) ∈
Prim(Wl C)(|v|),
for any leveled tree T ∈ Lcore .
v∈V (T )

In order to construct a morphism of sequences φ : Wl C → Prim(Wl C), let us recall that, thanks to the
identity (37), any point in the Boardman–Vogt resolution is determined by its values on the leveled trees in
the essential image
βT having exactly one non-bivalent vertex in each level. The same is true for the subspace of primitive
elements. Then we introduce a natural transformation π : E ⇒ E 00 which carries any polynomial differential
form p(t, dt) ∈ K[t , dt] to the polynomial e
p(t, dt) = p(t, dt) − tp(1, 0). In particular, one has e
p(t, dt) ∈ K[t, dt]1 ,
and moreover evt=0 e
p(t, dt) = evt=0 p(t, dt) (so the new element also satisfies the equations defining Prim(Wl C)
as an end). For any Φ ∈ Wl C and T ∈ βT ≥2 , one has
φ(Φ)(T ) = (id ⊗E) ◦ Φ(T ).
According to the universal property of the cofree cooperadic object, one has a morphism of graded cooperads
ψ : Wl C −→ Fl c (Prim(Wl C)).
The injectivity of our morphism ψ on the primitive elements on the source and the fact that Wl C is conilpotent
implies that ψ is injective itself. We are therefore left with proving that ψ is surjective.
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Let ω be an element of Fl c (Prim(Wl C)).
00
(T 0 )}T 0
Thanks to Corollary 6.4, we can view ω = {ωT 0 ∈ C W (T 0 ) ⊗ EW
≥2 [n]/ . We want to define
as a collection indexed by isomorphism classes of reduced planar trees T 0 ∈ Tcore
an element Φ ∈ Wl C such that ψ(Φ) = ω. Let T ∈ L[n] and let us define Φ(T ). The leveled tree T defines an
≥2 [n]/ . We can thus define Φ(T ) ∈ C (T ) ⊗ E (T ) as
isomorphism class of reduced planar trees [T ] ∈ Tcore
W
W
follows.
I Let v ∈ V (T ) be a vertex with |v| ≥ 2. Then v corresponds to a unique vertex in [T ]. We decorate it in
C W (T ) with the decoration of v in ω[T ] .
I If a level 1 ≤ i ≤ h(T ) is permutable, then we decorate it with p(t, dt) = t. If the level i is not permutable,
then it corresponds to a unique edge in [T ], and we decorate the level with the decoration of the
corresponding edge in ω[T ] .
We can then check that Φ defines an element of Wl C, thanks to the conditions on ω ∈ Fl c (Prim(Wl C)) and the
various ωT 0 ∈ Prim(Wl C)(T 0 ). It is also clear that ψ(Φ) = ω.
Proposition 6.18. The sequence Prim(Wl C) = {Prim(Wl C)(n)} is a 1-reduced dg-operad shifted in degree by one
(i.e. Σ−1 Prim Wl C is an operad).
Proof. The operadic composition
γ : Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)(k) ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)(nk ) −→ Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)(n1 + · · · + nk )
is defined using the operation γ introduced in Section 3.2. Indeed, let Φ0 and Φi be elements in L[k] and
L[ni ], respectively, with i ≤ k. In order to define Φ = γ(Φ0 , {Φi }) there are three cases to consider. First, if the
leveled tree T is of the form γ(T0 , {Ti }), then one has
O

Φ(T ) = Φ0 (T0 ) ⊗
Φi (Ti ) ⊗ dt .
i∈I

Secondly, if T is of the form T 0 = γ(T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of
permutable levels, then the decoration of T is given by the decoration of T 0 composed with the corresponding
morphisms of permutations and contractions, with all the new levels decorated by dt. Finally, if T is not
of the form γ(T0 , {Ti }), then Φ(T ) = 0. The reader can easily check that the operations so obtained are well
defined and satisfy the operadic axioms.
Remark 6.19. In general, the component Prim(Wl C)(n) does not inherit the structure of a CDGA. Indeed, the
product of two primitive elements is not necessarily primitive.
Theorem 6.20. Let C be a 1-reduced Hopf cooperad. The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl C is isomorphic (as
a 1-reduced dg-operad) to the leveled bar construction of the shifted operad of its primitive elements:
Wl C  Bl (Σ−1 Prim(Wl C)).
Proof. Given Lemma 6.17, we simply check that the differentials agree. Consider some element Φ = {Φ(T ) ∈
C W (T ) ⊗ EW (T )}T ∈L[n] ∈ Wl C. We must check that (dint + dext )ψ(Φ) = ψ(dΦ), where ψ : Wl C → Fl c (Prim(Wl C))
is the morphism of cooperads coinduced by p(t, dt) 7→ p(t, dt) − t · p(1, 0) on decorations of levels.
Since ψ is a morphism and differentials are coderivations, it is sufficient to check that dψ = ψd when
projected down to cogenerators. The internal differential dint ψ(Φ) (i.e. the action on decorations of vertices
and the levels) simply correspond to the differential acting on C W (T ) and to the dp part of d(p(t, dt) −
p(1, 0) · t). The external differential dext ψ(Φ) contracts consecutive levels using the operadic structure
defined in Proposition 6.18. This corresponds to the dt part of the differential acting decorations of levels
Nh(T )
p(t, dt) − t · p(1, 0) ∈ EW (T ) =
i=1 K[t, dt] thanks to the description of the operadic structure.
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6.4

The Boardman–Vogt resolution and the bar-cobar construction

This section is split into three parts. First, we introduce an alternative description of the cobar construction
for 1-reduced cooperads. Then, we show that the bar-cobar construction of a 1-reduced cooperad is quasiisomorphic to its Boardman–Vogt resolution. Finally, we extend this result to 1-reduced Λ-cooperads by
introducing a Λ-costructure on its bar-cobar construction.
The leveled cobar construction for 1-reduced cooperads Dually to Section 6.1, we introduce alternative
versions of the free operad functor and the cobar construction using the category of leveled trees. Then, we
compare these two definitions with the usual ones. Following the notation introduced in Section 6.1, we
consider the functor
Fl : dgΣSeq>1 −→ ΣOperad,
from the category of symmetric sequences of chain complexes to 1-reduced operads. For each sequence
X ∈ dgΣSeq>1 , we consider the two functors
O
X F : Lcore [n] −→ Ch,
T 7−→
X(|v|);
v∈V (T )

E1 : Lcore [n]

op

−→ Ch,

T 7−→ K.

Definition 6.21. The leveled free operad functor Fl is defined as the coend
Z

T ∈Lcore [n]

Fl (X)(n) B

X F (T ) ⊗ E1 (T ).

An element in Fl (X)(n) is the data of a leveled tree T together with a family {xv }, with v ∈ V (T ), of
elements in the symmetric sequence X. Such an element is denoted by [T ; {xv }]. The operadic structure
defined by
γ 0 : Fl (X)(k) ⊗ Fl (X)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl (X)(nk ) −→ Fl (X)(n1 + · · · + nk ),
#
"
o
n
0
i
i v∈V (Ti )
7−→ γ(T0 {Ti }); {xv }0≤i≤k ,
[T0 ; {xv }] ⊗ [Ti ; {xv }]
1≤i≤k

where γ is the operation (17), is well defined since a point Φ is an equivalence class up to permutations and
contractions of permutable levels.
Definition 6.22 (The usual free functor for operads). In order to define the usual free operad functor F , we
≥2 [n] introduced in Section 3.1.1. The morphisms are just isomorphisms of rooted planar
use the category Tcore
trees. For any sequence X ∈ dgΣSeq>1 , we consider the functor
O
≥2
X u : Tcore
[n] −→ Ch, T 7−→
X(|v|).
v∈V (T )

The free operad functor is defined as the coend
Z

≥2
T ∈Tcore
[n]

F (X)(n) B

X u (T ) ⊗ E1 (T ).

A point in the free operad F (X)(n) is denoted by hT ; {xv }i.
Proposition 6.23. The functor Fl is isomorphic to the usual free operad functor denoted by F . In particular, it
means that Fl is the right adjoint to the forgetful functor.
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≥2 and L
Proof. By using the comparison morphisms α and β between the categories Tcore
core introduced in
Section 3.1.4, we are now able to give an explicit isomorphism between the leveled and usual versions of the
free operad functor:

Ln : Fl (X)(n) −→ F (X)(n),

Rn : F (X)(n) −→ Fl (X)(n),

[T ; {xv }] 7−→ hα(T ); {xv }i;

hT ; {xv }i 7−→ [β(T ); {xv }].

The map Rn does not depend on the chosen point in α −1 (T ) since the elements in Fl (X)(n) are equivalence
classes up to contractions of permutable levels and permutations of permutable levels. So, the maps Ln and
Rn are well defined and provide an isomorphism preserving the operadic structures.
Definition 6.24. The leveled cobar construction of a 1-reduced cooperad C is the operad given by


Ωl (C) B Fl (Σ−1 U (C)), dint + dext ,
where U (C) is the underlying symmetric sequence of the coaugmentation quotient of C. The degree of an
element [T ; {xv }] is the sum of the degrees of the elements indexing the vertices, with at least two incoming
edges, minus 1:
X
deg([T ; {xv }]) =
(deg(xv ) − 1),
v∈V≥2 (T )

where V≥2 (T ) is the set of vertices which have at least two incoming edges. The differential dint is the
differential corresponding to the differential algebra U (C). The differential dext consists in splitting a level
into two consecutive levels using the cooperadic structure of C on one of the vertices that have at least two
incoming edges of that level (in all possible ways). The operadic structure is induced from the free operad
Fl (U (C)).
Proposition 6.25. The leveled cobar construction Ωl C of a 1-reduced dg-cooperad is a well defined 1-reduced
dg-operad.
Proof. The proof is essentially dual to Proposition 6.6. The differential dext is the unique derivation induced
by the map α : Σ−1 U (C) → Fl (Σ−1 U (C)) which sends an element to the sum of all possible applications of the
cooperad structure maps (indexing two-leveled trees with exactly two vertices with ≥ 2 incoming edges).
The fact that the differential squares to zero is again similar to the case of the classical cobar construction
using the coassociativity of the cooperadic structure of C.
Definition 6.26 (The usual cobar construction for dg-cooperads). Thanks to Definition 6.22, the usual cobar
construction Ω(C) is defined as the quasi-free operad


Ω(C) B F (Σ−1 U (C)), dint + dext
generated by the coaugmentation quotient of C in which the degree of an element is the degree of the
decorations minus the number of vertices. The differential is composed of the internal differential coming
from the differential graded algebra U (C) and an external differential splitting a vertex using the cooperadic
structure of C.
Proposition 6.27. Let C be a 1-reduced dg-cooperad. The leveled and usual cobar constructions are isomorphic:
Ωl (C)  Ω(C).
Proof. Thanks to Proposition 6.23, we know that Ωl (C) is isomorphic to Ω(C) as a graded operad, using the
comparison morphisms α and β. We thus only need to check that the differentials are compatible with this
isomorphism. In both cases, the differential is given by the sum dint + dext , where the internal differential acts
on decorations by elements of U (C) and the external differential acts by splitting either a vertex or a level
using the cooperadic structure. It is clear that the internal differentials match. For the external differentials,
this can also be seen easily using the representatives given by the trees of the form β(T ) that are used for the
definition of the isomorphism R in Proposition 6.23: in such a representative, there is only one non-bivalent
vertex per level, so splitting a level is equivalent to splitting a vertex.
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Comparison with the Boardman–Vogt resolution for 1-reduced (Λ-)cooperads Let C be a 1-reduced
Hopf cooperad. In Section 6.2 we built a fibrant resolution of C using the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution
Wl C. In Section 6.1 and in the previous paragraph, we introduced leveled versions of the bar and cobar
constructions, respectively, which are isomorphic to the usual constructions. In the following, we show that
Wl C is quasi-isomorphic to the bar-cobar construction of C. Namely, we build an explicit quasi-isomorphism
of 1-reduced dg-cooperads:
Γ : Bl Ωl (C) −→ Wl C.
This map will essentially be dual to the map of Proposition 4.16.
A point in the bar-cobar construction Bl Ωl (C)(n) is a family of elements Φ = {Φ(T ) ∈ Ωl (C)(T )}T ∈Lcore [n] ,
indexed by the set of leveled trees Lcore [n], and satisfying the following relations:
I for each permutation σ of permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T );
I for each morphism δi : T → T /{i} contracting two permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(T /{i}).
For each leveled tree T , the element Φ(T ) ∈ Ωl (C)(T ) is the data of a family of leveled trees {T [v]}v∈V (T ) indexing the vertices of the main leveled tree T , and a family {xu [v]}v∈V (T ),u∈V (T [v]) of elements in the cooperad
C labelling the vertices of the sub-leveled trees T [v]. We will explicitly write Φ(T ) as {[{T [v]}, {xu [v]}]}v∈V (T ) .
Let Φ ∈ Bl Ωl (C) be a point in the bar-cobar construction. In order to define
Γ (Φ) B {Γ (Φ)(T ) ∈ H(T ) ⊗ C(T ), T ∈ L[n]},
there are two cases to consider. First, if there is no leveled tree T 0 ∈ L[n] such that T is of the form γT 0 ({T 0 [v]})
up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of permutable levels, then Γ (Φ)(T ) = 0. Otherwise,
the collection {xu [v]}v∈V (T 0 ),u∈V (T 0 [v]) defines an element of C(T ) = C(γT 0 ({T 0 [v]})), and we can thus define:
Γ (Φ)(T ) = {pi } ⊗ {xu [v]} ∈ H(T ) ⊗ C(T ),
where the i-th level in γT 0 ({T 0 [v]}) is indexed by the constant polynomial form pi (t, dt) = 1 if this level
corresponds to the 0-th level of one of the leveled sub-trees T 0 [v], and otherwise by the form pi (t, dt) = dt.
Proposition 6.28. The map Γ : Bl Ωl (C) → Wl C so defined is a weak equivalence of 1-reduced dg-cooperads.
Proof. Recall that Wl C  Bl (Σ−1 Prim Wl C) (see Section 6.3). The map Γ defined above is induced by the
morphism of operads Ωl C → Σ−1 Prim Wl C which decorates all (external) levels by dt, therefore it is a
cooperad morphism. The weak equivalence is a consequence of the commutative diagram:
C

'

Wl C

'
Γ

Bl Ωl (C)
Theorem 6.29. Let C be a 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad. There exists a Λ-costructure on the leveled bar-cobar construction Bl Ωl (C) making the map Γ : Bl Ωl (C) → WΛ C, introduced in Proposition 6.28, into a quasi-isomorphism
of 1-reduced dg-Λ-cooperads.
Proof. Let h[i] : [n] → [n + 1] be the order preserving map given by h[i](j) = j if j < i and h[i](j) = j + 1 if j ≥ i.
First, we introduce the following operations:
h[i]∗ : Ωl (C)(n) −→ Ωl (C)(n + 1).

(41)

They do not provide a Λ-costructure on the leveled cobar construction [FTW17, Example 2.6] but they are
useful to define a Λ-costructure on the bar-cobar construction.
For T ∈ L[n], we define the set T [i] ⊂ L[n + 1] which consists of leveled (n + 1)-trees T 0 such that T can
be obtained from T 0 by removing the i-th leaf and levels composed of bivalent vertices (see the pictures
following Equation (40)). For T 0 ∈ T [i], we denote by vi ∈ V (T 0 ) the first non-bivalent vertex on the path
joining the i-th leaf to the root. Let x = [T ; {xv }] be an element in Ωl (C)(n). The element ηi (x, T 0 ) ∈ Ωl (C)(n+1)
is defined as follows:
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1. If |vi | = 2, then ηi (x, T 0 ) B [T 0 ; {xv } ⊗ {bvi }] is obtained by labelling the vertex vi by bvi (which is the
image of 1 by the map K → C(2) induced by the Λ-costructure on C) and keeping the decorations from
T for the other vertices.
2. If |vi | ≥ 3, then ηi (x, T 0 ) B [T 0 ; (h[i]|vi )∗ (xvi )⊗{xv }v,vi ] where h[i]|vi : |vi −1| → |vi | is the injection induced
by h[i] on the incoming edges of vi .
The map (41) is given by
h[i]∗ (x) B

X

ηi (x, T 0 ).

T 0 ∈T [i]

Now we are able to build the Λ-costructure on the leveled bar-cobar construction
h[i] : Bl Ωl (C)(n) −→ Bl Ωl (C)(n + 1);
n
o
Φ 7−→ h[i]∗ (Φ) = h[i]∗ (Φ)(T )v ∈ Ωl (C)(|v|)

T ∈L[n+1], v∈V (T )

.

Let T be a leveled (n + 1)-tree and vi ∈ V (T ) be the first non-bivalent vertex on the path joining the i-th
leaf to the root. Let T ,i be the integer corresponding to the position of the incoming edge of vi connected to
the i-th leaf of T according to the planar order. Then, h[i]∗ (Φ)(T )v is defined as follows:
1. If v , v 0 , then h[i]∗ (Φ)(T )v = Φ(T 0 )v .


2. If v = vi and |vi | ≥ 3, then h[i]∗ (Φ)(T )vi = h[T ,i ]∗ Φ(T 0 )vi using the operation (41).
3. If v = vi and |vi | = 2, then h[i]∗ (Φ)(T )vi = bvi where bvi is the image of 1 by the composite map
K → C(2) → Ωl (C)(2).
One can then check easily by hand that this defines a Λ-costructure on Bl Ωl C and that the morphism Γ is
compatible with this structure.

7

Fibrant resolutions for Hopf Λ-cobimodules

For any pair of 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads P and Q as well as any (P -Q)-cobimodule M, we build a Hopf
(Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodule Wl M together with a quasi-isomorphism η : M → Wl M where Wl P and Wl Q are the
Boardman–Vogt resolutions introduced in Section 6.2 associated to P and Q, respectively. Furthermore, we
show that Wl M provides a fibrant resolution of M. Similarly to the previous sections, this Boardman–Vogt
resolution is quasi-isomorphic to a leveled version of the two-sided bar construction of the cobimodule
of its primitive elements. Finally, we compare the fibrant resolution with the two-sided leveled bar-cobar
construction.

7.1

The two-sided leveled bar construction for bimodules

First, we introduce the two-sided cofree cobimodule functor. For this purpose we use the category of leveled
trees with section sLcore [n], introduced in Section 3.2.2, whose morphisms are generated by isomorphisms of
leveled planar trees with section, permutation morphisms of permutable levels and contraction morphisms
of permutable levels. Let A and B be two 1-reduced symmetric cosequences in dgΣSeqc>1 . We construct the
cofree cobimodule functor:
Fl c [A, B] : dgΣSeqc>0 −→ ΣCobimodFl c (A) , Fl c (B) ,
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where Fl c (A) and Fl c (B) are the leveled cofree cooperads introduced in Section 6.1. Let C be a symmetric
cosequence in dgΣSeqc>0 . We consider the two functors:
O
O
O
sC B : sLcore [n]op −→ Ch, (T , ι) 7−→
A(|v|) ⊗
C(|v|) ⊗
B(|v|);
v∈Vd (T )

sE10

: sLcore [n] −→ Ch,

(T , ι) 7−→

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )

O
K.

0≤i,ι≤h(T )

Definition 7.1. The two-sided cofree cobimodule functor is given arity-wise by the end:
Z
Fl c [A, B](C)(n) B
sC B (T ) ⊗ sE10 (T ).
T ∈sLcore [n]

Roughly speaking, a point of Fl c [A, B](C)(n) is a map Φ which assigns to each leveled trees with section
T a decoration of the vertices on the main section (resp. below and above the main section) by elements in
C (resp. in A and B). See Figure 24 for an example. Furthermore, there is a map from Fl c [A, B](C) to the
sequence C by taking the image of the corollas cn , for any n ≥ 0. The cobimodule structure is given by the
following operations:
γ̃L : Fl c [A, B](C)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Fl c (A)(k) ⊗ Fl c [A, B](C)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl c [A, B](C)(nk )
n
o
Φ 7−→ Φ̃(T0 , {Ti }) = Φ(γL (T0 , {Ti })) ,
γ̃R : Fl c [A, B](C)(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Fl c [A, B](C)(k) ⊗ Fl c (B)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl c (B)(nk )
n
o
Φ 7−→ Φ̃(T0 , {Ti }) = Φ(γR (T0 , {Ti })) ,
where γL and γR are the operations introduced in Section 3.2.

Figure 24: Example of an element in Fl c [A, B](C).
Proposition 7.2. The forgetful functor U is adjoint to the two-sided cofree cobimodule functor:
U : ΣCobimodFl c (A),Fl c (B)  dgΣSeqc>0 : Fl c [A, B].
This adjunction is moreover functorial with respect to the sequences A and B.
Proof. We need to check that the functor Fl c [A, B] satisfies the universal property associated to the right
adjoint of the forgetful functor. Let M be a (Fl c (A)-Fl c (B))-cobimodule and M 0 be a sequence together with a
map of sequences φ : M → M 0 . So, we have to build a (Fl c (A)-Fl c (B))-cobimodule map φ̃ : M → Fl c [A, B](M 0 )
such that the following diagram commutes:
M0

M

Fl c [A, B](M 0 )
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Let x be a point in M(n). On the corolla cn , the map φ̃(x) must be defined by φ̃(x)(cn ) = φ(x). More
generally, let T be a leveled tree with section. In order to get a cobimodule map, φ̃ has to be defined by the
composite map
φ̃(x)(T ) = φ ◦ ∆T (x),
using the cobimodule structure of M and applying φ to the components corresponding to the vertices on the
main section. It is the only way to define φ̃ in order to get a map of cobimodules.
Definition 7.3. Let P and Q be two 1-reduced dg-operads and let M be a (P -Q)-bimodule. The leveled
two-sided bar resolution of M according to P and Q is given by:


Bl [P , Q](M) B Fl c [ΣU (P ), ΣU (Q)](U (M)), dint + dext .
Let Φ ∈ Bl [P , Q](M) be an element and (T , ι) ∈ sTl [n] be a leveled tree with section. We define:
X
X
(deg(θv ) + 1) +
deg(θv ).
deg0 (Φ, (T , ι)) B
v∈V≥2 (T )\Vι (T )

v∈Vι (T )

Then we say that deg Φ = d if deg0 (Φ, T ) = d for all T .
The (Bl P -Bl Q)-cobimodule structure and the Λ-structure arise from the cofree cobimodule functor
Fl c [U (P ), U (Q)](U (M)). Finally, the differential is the sum of two terms:
I The internal differential dint is the differential corresponding to the differential algebras U (P ), U (M)
and U (Q).
I The external differential dext consists in contracting two consecutive levels. More precisely, for
Φ ∈ Bl [P , Q](M) and a leveled tree with section (T , ι), we consider the set (where DT was defined in
Definition 6.5)
DT ,ι B {((T 0 , ι0 ), i) ∈ sLcore [n] × N | (T 0 , i) ∈ DT }.
P
Then (dext Φ)(T ) = ((T 0 ,ι0 ),i) γi (Φ(T 0 , ι0 )), where γi uses either the operadic/module structures of P , Q,
and M to compose the elements corresponding to the contraction of level i.
Proposition 7.4. The leveled two-sided bar construction Bl [P , Q](M) of a dg-(P -Q)-bimodule M is a well defined
dg-(Bl P -Bl Q)-cobimodule.
Proof. The proof is an extension of the proof of Proposition 6.6. The external differential dext is the unique
coderivation of (P -Q)-cobimodules induced by the map α : Fl c [ΣU (P ), ΣU (Q)](U (M)) → U (M) defined as
follows. For the corolla cn , Dcn ,0 is the set of trees with exactly two levels and exactly one vertex with ≥ 2
incoming edges on the level which is not the main section. For Φ ∈ Fl c [ΣU (P ), ΣU (Q)](U (M)), the element
α(Φ) ∈ U (M) is the sum over all ((T 0 , ι0 ), i) ∈ Dcn ,0 of the application of the bimodule structure maps of M
to the element Φ(T ) ∈ M(k) ⊗ Q(l) or Φ(T ) ∈ P (k) ⊗ M(l) (depending on whether ι0 = 0 or 1). Checking that
2
dext
= 0 follows again from the associativity of the bimodule structures and the compatibility between the
left and the right actions.

7.2

The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution

Similarly to Section 6.2, we split this section into three parts. First, we introduce a leveled version of the
Boardman–Vogt resolution for Hopf cobimodules. Then, we extend this construction to Hopf Λ-cobimodules.
The last part is devoted to a simplicial frame version of our construction.
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The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for Hopf cobimodules Let P and Q be be two 1-reduced cooperads
in chain complexes and let M be a (P -Q)-cobimodule. According to the notation introduced in Section 3.2,
we consider the following two functors:
O
O
O
(T , ι) 7−→
sM W : sL[n]op −→ CDGA,
P (|v|) ⊗
M(|v|) ⊗
Q(|v|);
v∈Vd (T )

sEW : sL[n] −→ CDGA,

(T , ι) 7−→

O

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )

K[t, dt].

0≤i,ι≤h(T )

The functor sM W labels the vertices on the main section (resp. below and above the main section) by
elements of the cobimodule M (resp. by elements of the cooperads P and Q). The functor sEW indexes levels
other than ι by polynomial differential forms. By convention, the level ι is indexed by the constant form 0,
i.e. one has pι (t, dt) = 0.
On morphisms, the functor sM W is defined using the cooperadic structures of P and Q, the cobimodule
structure of M and the symmetric monoidal structure of the ambient category. On permutations σ of two
permutable levels, the functor sEW consists in permuting the parameters indexing the corresponding levels.
On contraction maps δ{i+1} : T → T /{i + 1}, with i ∈ {0, . . . , h(T ) − 1}, there are three cases to consider:
Case 1: If the levels i and i + 1 are permutable (in particular ι < {i, i + 1}), then one has
sEW (δ{i+1} ) : sEW (T ) −→ sEW (T /{i + 1})
(p0 , . . . , ph(T ) ) 7−→ (p0 , . . . , pi · pi+1 , . . . , ph(T ) ).
Case 2: If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i ≥ ι is above the main section, then one has
sEW (δ{i+1} ) : sEW (T ) −→ sEW (T /{i + 1})
(p0 , . . . , ph(T ) ) 7−→ (p0 , . . . , evt=0 ◦pi+1 , . . . , ph(T ) ).
Case 3: If the levels i and i + 1 are not permutable and i + 1 ≤ ι is below the main section, then one has
sEW (δ{i+1} ) : sEW (T ) −→ sEW (T /{i + 1})
(p0 , . . . , ph(T ) ) 7−→ (p0 , . . . , evt=0 ◦pi , . . . , ph(T ) ).
Definition 7.5. The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution of M is defined as the end:
Z
Wl M(n) B
sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW (T ).
T ∈sL[n]

Roughly speaking, an element in Wl M(n) is a map Φ : sL[n] → CDGA which assigns to each leveled
tree with section T a decoration. More precisely, the vertices on the main section (resp. above and below
the main section) are indexed by elements of M (resp. the cooperads Q and P ) while the levels other than
the main section are indexed by polynomial differential forms. Such a map needs to satisfy some relations
related to morphisms in the category of leveled trees with section. For each permutation σ of permutable
levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T ) and for each morphism δN : T → T /N , one has the following identification in
the commutative differential graded algebra sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW (T /N ):




id ⊗sEW (δN ) ◦ Φ(T ) = M(δN ) ⊗ id ◦ Φ(T /N ).
(42)
The cobimodule structure is given by the following operations:
γ̃L : Wl M(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Wl P (k) ⊗ Wl M(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Wl M(nk ),
n
o
Φ 7−→ Φ̃L (T0 , {Ti }) = evT0 ,{Ti } ◦Φ(γl (T0 , {Ti })) ;
γ̃R : Wl M(n1 + · · · + nk ) −→ Wl M(k) ⊗ Wl Q(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Wl Q(nk ),
n
o
Φ 7−→ Φ̃R (T0 , {Ti }) = evT0 ,{Ti } ◦Φ(γr (T0 , {Ti })) .
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where γL and γR are the operations introduced in Section 3.2 on leveled trees with section. Furthermore, the
evaluation maps evT0 ,{Ti } is given by the formula (39). The reader can easily check that the operations so
obtained are well defined. By using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 6.10, we conclude
that Wl M has a (Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodule structure. Finally, there is a map of (Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodules
η : M −→ Wl M
sending an element x ∈ M(n) to the map Φx which is defined by indexing the vertices according to the
operation ∆T (x) using the (Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodule structure of M and indexing the levels other than ι by the
constant polynomial differential form equal to 1.
Theorem 7.6. The morphism of cobimodules η : M −→ Wl M is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is similar to [FTW17, Proposition 5.2] and the proof of Theorem 6.11. We use the splitting
K[t, dt] = K1 ⊕ K[t, dt]0 where K[t, dt]0 ⊂ K[t, dt] is the acyclic ideal formed by the polynomial differential
forms that vanish at t = 0. We consider the following functor:
0
sEW
: sL[n] −→ Ch,
O
T 7−→

K[t, dt]0 .

0≤i,ι≤h(T )

Let us remark that, if a k-level, with k , ι, of a leveled tree with section T is indexed by a polynomial of the
form K1, then the decoration Φ(T ) can be obtained from Φ(T /{k}) due to the relation (42). Consequently, as
chain complexes, there is a quasi-isomorphism:
Y
0
Wl M(n) '
sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW
(T ),
[T ]∈π0 βsT ≥2 [n]

where βsT ≥2 [n] is the essential image of β, i.e. the subcategory of sL[n] which consists of leveled trees with
section having exactly one non-bivalent vertex in each level other than the main section. The above product
is over classes of leveled trees up to isomorphisms of planar trees and permutations of permutable levels.
Notice that, thanks to the identity (42), a point in Boardman–Vogt resolution in determined by its values
on the leveled trees in βsT ≥2 [n]. Furthermore, we disregard the term on the right-hand side in which T is
not the n-corolla cn , we obtain a contractible complex. It follows that the product is quasi-isomorphic to
sM W (cn ) = M(n) and the canonical map η : M → Wl M is given by the identity on this factor, thus finishing
the proof.
The leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution for Hopf Λ-cobimodules Let P and Q be two 1-reduced Hopf
Λ-cooperads and M be a Hopf Λ-cobimodule over the pair (P , Q). In order to get a fibrant resolution of M
in the Reedy model category ΛBimodP ,Q , we provide a slight variant of the construction introduced in the
previous paragraph. As a symmetric cosequence, we set
WΛ M(n) B Wl M>0 (n),

for all n > 0,

where M>0 is the underlying (P>0 -Q>0 )-cobimodule of M. The subscript Λ is to emphasize that we work in
the category of 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperads. The symmetric cosequence WΛ M inherits a (Wl P>0 -Wl Q>0 )cobimodule structure from Wl M>0 .
Let us define the Λ-costructure on the construction WΛ M which is compatible which the cobimodule structure. For simplicity, we only build the costructure associated to the order preserving map
h[i] : [n] → [n + 1] skipping the i-th term (i.e. h[i](j) = j if j < i and h[i](j) = j + 1 if j ≥ i). We shall
construct a map of the form
h[i]∗ : WΛ M(n) −→ WΛ M(n + 1)
n
o
Φ 7−→ h[i]∗ (Φ) B h[i] ◦ Φ(T ), T ∈ sL[n + 1] .
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(43)

Let T be a leveled (n + 1)-tree with section. In what follows, we denote by v the first non-bivalent vertex
composing the path from the i-th leaf to the root. In order to define h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) ∈ sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW (T ), there
are different cases to consider:
Case 1: If v has at least three incoming edges, then we consider the leveled n-tree with section T 0 defined
from T by removing the branch coming from the leaf indexed by i. In that case, h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) is
given by
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = (h[i]|v )∗ ◦ Φ(T 0 ),
where the map (h[i]|v )∗ is obtained using the Λ-costructures of P , Q or M applied to the restriction
map h[i]|v : [| in(v)| − 1] → [| in(v)|] to the incoming edges of T . For instance, in the next picture,
the corresponding map h[7]|v : [3] → [4] is given by h[7]|v (j) = j.

Case 2: If v has only two incoming edges, then we denote by ei the incoming edge connected to the i-th
leaf. We consider T 0 obtained from T by removing the branch connecting the leaf i to v.
Case 2.1: If the level h(v) of T 0 has at least one non-bivalent vertex, then T 0 is a leveled tree with section
and one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = bv ⊗ Φ(T 0 ),
where bv is the image of 1 by the map K → P (2) or K → Q(2) (depending on if v is below or
above the main section) induced by the Λ-costructure of P and Q. Roughly speaking, it consists
in indexing v by the element bv and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the levels
induced by Φ(T 0 ).

Case 2.2: If v is the root, ι , 0, and v is trivalent, then we consider the leveled tree T 00 obtained from T 0 by
removing the zeroth level. In that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = 1 ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ).
Roughly speaking, it consists in indexing v (which is the root in that case) by the element bv ,
labelling the level 1 by 1 ∈ K[t, dt] and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the other
levels induced by Φ(T 00 ).
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Case 2.3: If v is a trivalent vertex of T at maximal height h(v) = h(T ) , ι and all other vertices at h(T ) are
bivalent, then we consider the leveled tree T 00 obtained from T 0 by removing the section h(v). In
that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = 1 ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ).
Roughly speaking, it consists in indexing v by the element bv , labelling the top level by 1 ∈ K[t, dt]
and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the other levels induced by Φ(T 00 ).

Case 2.4: If v is the unique non-bivalent vertex at the level h(v) < {0, h(T ), ι}, then we consider the leveled
tree T 00 obtained from T 0 by removing the section h(v). In that case, one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = m∗h(v) ⊗ bv ⊗ Φ(T 00 ),
where m∗ is the coassociative coproduct introduced in Section 2.3 and m∗h(v) is the coproduct
applied to the polynomial form associated to the h(v)-th level of the leveled tree T 00 .

Case 2.5: If the level h(v) of T 0 is composed of bivalent vertex and h(v) = ι, then T 0 is a leveled tree with
section and one has one has
h[i] ◦ Φ(T ) = bv ⊗ Φ(T 0 ),
where bv is the image of 1 by the map K → M(2) induced by the Λ-costructure of M. Roughly
speaking, it consists in indexing v (which is on the main section) by the element bv , labelling the
level 1 by 1 ∈ K[t, dt] and keeping the decoration of the other vertices and the other levels induced
by Φ(T 0 ).
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Theorem 7.7. The Λ-costructure (43) makes the cobimodule WΛ M into a Λ-cobimodule over the pair of Λ-cooperad
WΛ P and WΛ Q. Furthermore, the morphism η : M → WΛ M introduced in Theorem 7.6 is a quasi-isomorphism of
Λ-cobimodules.
Simplicial frame Let us now define a simplicial framing of WΛ M, similarly to Proposition 6.15. The
proofs are completely analogous. We define a new functor:
O
O
∆d
sEW
: sL[n] → CDGA,
(T , ι) 7→
K[t, dt] ⊗
Ω∗PL (∆d ).
0≤i,ι≤h(T )

We then define:
d
WΛ∆ M(n) B

0≤j≤h(T )

Z

d

T ∈sL[n]

∆
(T ).
sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW
•

•

•

Proposition 7.8. Let M be a (P -Q)-bimodule. The collection (WΛ∆ P , WΛ∆ M, WΛ∆ Q) defines a simplicial frame
for the triple (P , M, Q) in the category of bimodules.
•

•

•

Proof. One easily checks that (WΛ∆ P , WΛ∆ M, WΛ∆ Q) defines a simplicial object in the category of bimodules
(i.e. the category whose objects are triples (P , M, Q) consisting of two operads and a bimodule over them).
The proof that this is a simplicial frame for (P , M, Q) is identical to the one of Proposition 6.15.

7.3

The bimodule of primitive elements

Let P and Q be 1-reduced Hopf cooperads. A point in a (P -Q)-cobimodule M is said to be primitive if
its image via both cobimodule operations is 0. By definition of the cobimodule structure of Wl M, an
element Φ ∈ Wl M(n) is primitive if and only if for each leveled n-tree with section (T , ι) and for each level
i ∈ {0, . . . , h(T )} \ ι, the evaluation of the polynomial differential form pi (t, dt) at t = 1 vanishes. Hence, the
decoration that Φ assigns to a leveled tree with section must be so that the decorations of levels belong to
the subspace K[t, dt]1 B ker(evt=1 ) ⊂ K[t, dt] of polynomial differential forms that vanish at the endpoint
t = 1. For this reason, we introduce the functor
O
00
sEW
: sL[n] −→ Ch,
(T , ι) 7−→
K[t, dt]1 .
0≤i≤h(T )
i,ι

We will show (Proposition 7.11) that the primitive elements form a (Prim(Wl P )- Prim(Wl Q))-bimodule.
Definition 7.9. The space of the primitive elements of a (P -Q)-cobimodule M, denoted by Prim(Wl M) is
the sequence given by the end
Z
00
Prim(Wl M)(n) B
sM W (T ) ⊗ sEW
(T ).
T ∈sL[n]

Lemma 7.10. As a graded cobimodule, Wl M is the cofree (Wl P , Wl Q)-cobimodule generated by the sequence
Prim(Wl M), i.e.:
Wl M  Fl c [Prim(Wl P ), Prim(Wl Q)](Prim(Wl M)).
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Proof. An element in the cofree cobimodule object is a map ω mapping a leveled tree with section to a
decoration of the vertices on the main vertices (resp. below and above the main section) by elements in
Prim(Wl M) (resp. by elements in Prim(Wl P ) and Prim(Wl Q)):
O
O
O
ω(T , ι) ∈
Prim(Wl P )(|v|) ⊗
Prim(Wl M)(|v|) ⊗
Prim(Wl Q)(|v|).
v∈Vd (T )

v∈Vι (T )

v∈Vu (T )

In order to construct a morphism of sequences Wl M → Prim(Wl M), let us recall that thanks to the
identity (42), any point in the Boardman–Vogt resolution is determined by its values on the leveled trees in
the essential image βsT having exactly one non-bivalent vertex in each level other than the main section.
The same is true for the subspace of primitive elements. Then we introduce the natural transformation
00
π : sEW ⇒ sEW
which carries any polynomial differential form p(t, dt) ∈ K[t, dt] to the polynomial p̃(t, dt) =
p(t, dt) − tp(1, 0) [FTW17, Lemma 5.3]. In particular, one has evt=0 p̃(t, dt) = evt=0 p(t, dt) (so the new element
also satisfies the equations Prim(Wl M) as an end). For any Φ ∈ Wl M and T ∈ βsT ≥2 , one has
φ(Φ)(T ) = (id ⊗E) ◦ Φ(T ).
According to the universal property of the cofree cobimodule object, one has a morphism of graded
(Wl P -Wl Q)-cobimodules
ψ : Wl M −→ Fl c [Prim(Wl P ), Prim(Wl Q)](Prim(Wl M)),
due to the identification Wl P  Fl c (Prim(W P )) and Wl Q  Fl c (Prim(W Q)) described in Lemma 6.17.
The injectivity of our morphism ψ on the primitive elements in the source and the fact that Wl M is
conilpotent imply that ψ is injective itself. We are therefore left to prove that ψ is surjective.
Let ω ∈ Fl c [Prim(Wl P ), Prim(Wl Q)](Prim(Wl M)) be an element in the cofree construction. Just like
00
in Lemma 6.17, we can view ω = {ωT 0 } as a collection of elements ωT 0 ∈ sM W (T 0 ) ⊗ sEW
(T 0 ) indexed by
isomorphism classes of planar trees with section (i.e. planar trees as in Section 3.1.1 equipped with marked
vertices such that each path from a leaf to the root meets a unique marked vertex). Let us now define
Φ ∈ Wl M such that ψ(Φ) = ω. Let (T , ι) ∈ sL[n] be a tree and [T ] be the corresponding isomorphism class of
planar trees with section.
I Let v ∈ V (T ) be a vertex such that |v| ≥ 2 or v is on the section ι. Then v corresponds to a unique vertex
in [T ], and we define the decoration of v in Φ(T ) to be the decoration of v in ω[T ] .
I If a level 0 ≤ i , ι ≤ h(T ) is permutable, then we decorate it with p(t, dt) = t. If the level i is not
permutable, then it corresponds to a unique edge in [T ], and we decorate the level with the decoration
of the corresponding edge in ω[T ] .
One can then check (thanks to the fact that ω satisfies the equation of the end defining the cofree cobimodule)
that Φ is a well-defined element of Wl M, and ψ(Φ) = ω is immediate.
Recall from Proposition 6.18 that Σ−1 Prim(Wl P ) and Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q) are dg-operads.
Proposition 7.11. The sequence Σ−1 Prim(Wl M) = {Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(n)} is a dg-(Σ−1 Prim(Wl P )-Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q))cobimodule.
Proof. The left module operations
γ̃L : Σ−1 Prim(Wl P )(k) ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(nk ) −→ Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(n1 + · · · + nk )
are defined using the operation γL introduced in Section 3.2. Let Φ0 and Φi , with i ≤ k, be maps in
Σ−1 Prim(Wl P )(k) and Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(ni ), respectively. In order to define Φ = γ̃L (Φ0 , {Φi }) there are three
cases to consider. First, if the leveled tree T is of the form γL (T0 , {Ti }), then one has
O
Φ(T ) = Φ0 (T0 ) ⊗
(Φi (Ti ) ⊗ dt).
1≤i≤k
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Secondly, if T is of the form T 0 = γL (T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of
permutable levels, then the decoration of T is given by the decoration of T 0 composed with the corresponding
morphisms of permutations and contractions. Finally, if T is not of the form γL (T0 , {Ti }) up to permutations
and contractions of permutable levels, then Φ(T ) = 0.
Similarly, we define the right module operations
γ̃R : Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(k) ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q)(nk ) −→ Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)(n1 + · · · + nk )
by using the operation γR introduced in Section 3.2. The reader can easily check that the operations so
obtained are well defined and make the sequence Σ−1 Prim(Wl M) into a (Σ−1 Prim(Wl P )-Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q))bimodule.
Remark 7.12. The product of two primitive elements of Wl M may not necessarily be primitive, therefore
Prim(Wl M) is not a Hopf cobimodule.
Theorem 7.13. The Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M is isomorphic (as a dg-cobimodule) to the leveled two-sided
bar construction of the bimodule of its primitive elements:
Wl M  Bl [Σ−1 Prim(Wl P ), Σ−1 Prim(Wl Q)](Σ−1 Prim(Wl M)).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.20.

7.4

The Boardman–Vogt resolution and the two-sided bar-cobar construction

This section is split into three parts. First, we introduce an alternative description of the cobar construction
for dg-cobimodules. Then, we show that the bar-cobar construction of a Hopf cobimodule is quasi-isomorphic
(as a dg-cobimodule) to its Boardman–Vogt resolution. Finally, we extend this result to Hopf Λ-bimodules
by introducing a Λ-costructure on two-sided bar-cobar constructions.
The leveled two-sided cobar construction for cobimodules Dually to Section 5.4, we extend the free
two-sided bimodule functor and the cobar construction to cobimodules using the category of leveled trees
with section. Let A and B be two 1-reduced symmetric sequences. According to the notation introduced in
Section 5.4, we build the functor
Fl [A, B] : dgΣSeq>0 −→ ΣBimodFl (A),Fl (B) ,
from the category of symmetric sequences of chain complexes to bimodules. For each object X ∈ dgΣSeq>0 ,
we consider the two functors
O
O
O
sX F : sLcore [n]op −→ Ch,
(T , ι) 7−→
A(|v|) ⊗
X(|v|) ⊗
B(|v|);
v∈Vd (T )

sE1 : sLcore [n] −→ Ch,

v∈V (T )

v∈V (T )

(T , ι) 7−→ K.

The free leveled two-sided bimodule functor Fl [A, B] is then defined as the coend:
Z

T ∈sLcore [n]

Fl [A, B](X)(n) B

sX F (T ) ⊗ sE1 (T ).

An element in Fl [A, B](X)(n) is the data of a leveled tree with section T = (T , ι) together with a family {xv },
with v ∈ V (T ), of elements in the symmetric sequence X (resp. the symmetric sequences A and B) indexing
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the vertices on the main section (resp. below and above the main section). Such an element is denoted by
[T ; {xv }]. The bimodule structure is defined by
γL00 : Fl (A)(k) ⊗ Fl [A, B](X)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl [A, B](X)(nk ) −→ Fl [A, B](X)(n1 + · · · + nk ),
n
o
h
i
v∈V (T )
[T0 ; {xv0 }], [Ti ; {xvi }]
7−→ γL (T0 , {Ti }); {xvi }0≤i≤k i ;
i≤k

γR00 : Fl [A, B](X)(k) ⊗ Fl (B)(n1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fl (B)(nk ) −→ Fl [A, B](X)(n1 + · · · + nk ),
n
o
h
i
v∈V (T )
[T0 ; {xv0 }], [Ti ; {xvi }]
7−→ γR (T0 , {Ti }); {xvi }0≤i≤k i ,
i≤k

where γL and γR are the operations (19) and (18), respectively. These operations are well defined since a
point Φ is an equivalence class up to permutations of permutable levels and contractions of permutable
levels.
Definition 7.14. Let P and Q be two 1-reduced dg-cooperads. The leveled two-sided cobar construction of
a dg-cobimodule M in the category Ch is given by:


Ωl [P , Q](M) B Fl [Σ−1 U (P ), Σ−1 U (Q)](U (M)), dint + dext .
The degree of an element [T ; {xv }] is the sum of the degrees of the elements indexing the ≥ 3-valent vertices
(not on the main section) of T minus 1:
X
X
deg([T ; {xv }]) =
(deg(xv ) − 1) +
deg(xv ).
v∈V≥2 (T )\Vι (T )

v∈Vι (T )

The differential dint is the differential corresponding to the differential algebras U (P ), U (M) and U (Q), while
dext consists in splitting a level into two consecutive levels using the cooperadic structures of P and Q (on
one of the vertices with ≥ 2 incoming edges of the level involved) as well as the cobimodule structure of
M (on any of the vertices on the main section). The bimodule structure is induced from the free two-sided
bimodule functor Fl [Σ−1 U (P ), Σ−1 U (Q)].
Proposition 7.15. The leveled two-sided cobar construction Ωl [P , Q](M) of a dg-(P -Q)-cobimodule M is a well
defined dg-(Ωl P -Ωl Q)-bimodule.
Proof. The proof is an extension of the proof of Proposition 6.25. The differential dext is the unique derivation
induced by the map which sends an element x ∈ U (M)(n) to all possible ways of decomposing it using either
the left or the right comodule structure of M (indexing trees with exactly two levels). This differential
squares to zero thanks to the coassociativity of the cobimodule structure of M and the compatibility between
the left and right coactions.
Comparison with the Boardman–Vogt resolution for Hopf Λ-cobimodules Let P and Q be two 1-reduced
Hopf cooperads and let M be a Hopf (P -Q)-cobimodule. In Section 7.2 we built a fibrant resolution of M
using the leveled Boardman–Vogt resolution Wl M. In Sections 6.1, 6.4, 7.1, and 7.4, we introduced leveled
versions of the two-sided bar and cobar constructions, respectively. In the following, we show that Wl M
is weakly equivalent to the two-sided bar-cobar construction of M. Namely, we build an explicit weak
equivalence of dg-(Bl Ωl (P )-Bl Ωl (Q))-cobimodules:


Γ : Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M) −→ Wl M,
where the dg-(Bl Ωl (P )-Bl Ωl (Q))-cobimodule on Wl M is induced by the maps of cooperads (see Section 6.4)
Bl Ωl (P ) −→ Wl P

and

Bl Ωl (Q) −→ Wl Q.

A point in the two-sided bar-cobar construction is a family of elements Φ = {Φ(T ) ∈ Ωl [P , Q](M)(T ), T ∈
sL[n]}, indexed by the set of leveled trees with section sL[n], and satisfying the following relations:
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I for each permutation σ of permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(σ · T );
I for each morphism δi : T → T /{i} contracting two permutable levels, one has Φ(T ) = Φ(T /{i}).
For each leveled tree with section T , Φ(T ) is the data of a family of leveled trees and leveled trees with section
{T [v], v ∈ V (T )} in which the vertices of the main section of the leveled tree with section T (resp. below and
above the main section) are indexed by leveled trees with section (resp. leveled trees). Moreover, one has
a family {Xu [v]}, with v ∈ V (T ) and u ∈ V (T [v]), of elements in the cooperads P , Q and the cobimodule M
labelling the vertices of the sub-leveled trees T [v]. To be explicit, Φ(T ) is denoted by {[{T [v]} , {xu [v]}]}v∈V (T ) .
Let Φ be a point in the two-sided bar-cobar construction. In order to define
Γ (Φ) B {Γ (Φ)(T ) ∈ sEW (T ) ⊗ sM W (T )}T ∈sL[n] ,
there are two cases to consider.
1. If there is no leveled tree with section T 0 ∈ L[n] such that T is of the form γT 0 ({T [v]}) up to permutations
and contractions of permutable levels, then Γ (Φ)(T ) = 0.
2. Otherwise, if T = γT 0 ({T [v]}), then we set
h
i
Γ (Φ)(T ) = γT 0 ({T [v]}); {xu [v]}; {pi } ,
where {xu [v]} is the family of elements labelling the sub-leveled trees T 0 [v], with v ∈ V (T 0 ). The i-th
level in γT 0 ({T [v]}), with i , ι, is indexed by the constant polynomial form pi (t, dt) = 1 if the i-th level
correspond to the 0-th level of one of the sub-leveled trees T 0 [v]. Otherwise, the i-th level is indexed
by the polynomial form pi (t, dt) = dt.


Proposition 7.16. The map Γ : Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M) −→ Wl M so defined is a quasi-isomorphism of
dg-(Bl Ωl (P )-Bl Ωl (Q))-cobimodules.
Proof. The quasi-isomorphism is a consequence of the commutative diagram:
'

M

Wl M

'
Γ



Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M)
We conclude with the compatibility of Γ with the Λ-structures (compare with Theorem 6.29).
Theorem 7.17. Let P and Q be two 1-reduced Hopf Λ-cooperad and M be a Hopf Λ-cobimodule over the pair P
and Q. There exists a Λ-costructure on the two-sided leveled bar-cobar construction


Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M)
making the map


Γ : Bl [Ωl (P ), Ωl (Q)] Ωl [P , Q](M) −→ WΛ M,
introduced in Proposition 7.16, into a quasi-isomorphism of dg-Λ-cobimodules.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6.29, with the necessary adjustments. Let h[i] : [n] → [n + 1]
be the injective nondecreasing map that misses i. We first define auxiliary operations
h[i]∗ : Ωl [P , Q](M)(n) → Ωl [P , Q](M)(n + 1).
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(44)

For (T , ι) ∈ sL[n], we define (T , ι)[i] ⊂ sL[n + 1] to be the set of leveled (n + 1)-trees with section (T 0 , ι0 ) such
that T can be obtained from T 0 by removing the branch coming from the i-th leaf and levels composed
of bivalent vertices (compare with the pictures in the definition of h[i]∗ , Equation (40)). For such a tree
(T 0 , ι0 ), we let vi ∈ V (T 0 ) be the first vertex on the path joining the ith leaf to the root which has at least two
incoming edges. Given x = [T ; {xv }] ∈ Ωl [P , Q](M)(n), we define ηi (x, T 0 , ι0 ) ∈ Ωl [P , Q](M)(n + 1) as follows.
The decorations of the vertices other than vi come from x.
1. If |vi | = 2 and vi is not on the main section, then the decoration of vi is the image of 1 ∈ Q(1) = K under
one of the Λ-costructure map Q(1) → Q(2), P (1) → P (2) depending on whether 1. vi is above, below or
on the main section ι0 and 2. the branch is on the left or the right.
2. If either vi is not on the section ι0 and |vi | ≥ 3 or vi is on the main section and |vi | ≥ 2, then the
decoration of vi is obtained by applying the Λ-costructure map of P , Q or M to the decoration of the
vertex corresponding to vi in x.
Moreover, if a bivalent vertex on the main section is created, then it is decorated by the element of M(1)
defined by the Λ-costructure map ε : K → M(1).
We can now define the map (44) by:
X
h[i]∗ (x) B
ηi (x, T 0 , ι0 ).
(T 0 ,ι0 )∈(T ,ι)[i]

Using these auxiliary maps, we can define the Λ-costructure on the leveled bar-cobar construction exactly
as in Theorem 6.29. We can then check easily that this Λ-costructure is compatible with Γ .
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